A short statement
of the philosophy of
Krsna Consciousness
• • •

The International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)
is a worldwide community ojdevotees practicing bhakti-yoga, the
eternal science ofloving service to God. The Society was founded in
1966 by His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida,
a pure devotee of God representing an unbroken chain ofspiritual
masters originating with Lord Kmza Himself The following eight
principles are the basis ofthe Kr$1Ja consciousness movement.
We invite all our readers to consider them with an open mind and
then visit one of the ISKCON centers to see how they are being
applied in everyday life.

1. By sincerely cultivating a bona fide spiritual
science, we can be free from anxiety and come to a
state of pure, unending, blissful consciousness
in this lifetime.
2. We are not our bodies but eternal spirit souls,
parts and parcels of God (Kr~Q.a). As such, we are all
brothers, and Kr~Q.a is ultimately our common father.
3. Kr~Q.a is the eternal, all-knowing, omnipresent,
all-powerful, and all-attractive Personality of Godhead. He is the seed-giving father of all living beings,
and He is the sustaining energy of the entire cosmic
creation.
4. The Absolute Truth is contained in all the great
scriptures of the world. However, the oldest known
revealed scriptures in existence are the Vedic
literatures, most notably the Bhagavad-gitii, which is
the literal record of God's actual words.
5. We should learn the Vedic knowledge from a
genuine spiritual master-one who has no selfish
motives and whose mind is firmly fixed on Kr~Q.a.
6. Before we eat, we should offer to the Lord the
food that sustains us. Then Krg1a becomes the offering and purifies us.
7. We should perform all our actions as offerings to
Kr~Q.a and do nothing for our own sense gratification.
8. The recommended means for achieving the
mature stage of love of God in this age of Kali, or
quarrel, is to chant the holy names of the Lord. The
easiest method for most people is to chant the Hare
Kr~Q.a mantra: Hare Kr~Q.a, Hare Kr~Q.a, Kr~Q.a Kr~Q.a,
Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama; Rama Rama,
Hare Hare.
Pictured: devotees (top) chanting Hare Knn:Ia in
downtown Amsterdam and (bottom) standing before the
Amsterdam center of the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness.

HareKrsna
HareK!Slla
KrsnaKrSna

Hare Hare

HareRama
HareRama
RamaRama
Hare Hare

Many people in our materialistic world are feeling a void in their lives-a lack of
something that they can't quite put their finger on. To fill this void, many are taking up "consciousness-raising" or "meditational" techniques. Several individuals
and groups have marketed various techniques to a largely innocent public, with
some mention that most of their methods are "inspired by" or "adopted from"
the spiritual disciplines of India. What these entrepreneurs have really done is to
water down and exploit genuine spirituality.
However, one spiritual teacher has consistently refused to compromise. And
from Harvard to Oxford to the Sorbonne, the world's leading scholars agree: His
Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada is delivering India's sacred
devotional culture as it is.
The key to understanding this culture and elevating ourselves to clear consciousness-Kr~I,la consciousness-is the simple, easy, yet sublime process of
chanting the Hare Kr~~:ta mahii-mantra. Mahii means "great," man means
"mind," and tra means "release." Mahii-mantra, then, means "the great chanting for releasing the mind from illusion." The mahii-mantra consists of three
names for God: Hare (God's pleasure energy) , Kr~(la (God, the all-attractive
Supreme Personality) , and Rama (God, the reservoir of all pleasure). Srila
Prabhupiida explains that simply by chanting and hearing these sounds, "one can
achieve all the benefits of spiritual life."
India's most respected spiritual books and teachers all bear out Srila
Prabhupada's statement. For instance, six centuries ago Sridhara Sviimi said, "If
one always chants the holy name of the Lord with great devotion in the morning
and evening, one can become free from all material miseries."
If the process is so easy, can we learn it from anyone? The Padma Pura!Ja explains, "Unless one receives his mantra from a bona fide spiritual master in the
authorized disciplic succession, his mantra will be without any effect." Srila
Prabhupada, the foremost teacher in the Brahma-Madhva-Gau(liya disciplic succession, freely offers the Hare Kr$J:ta maha-mantra to fill whatever void may exist
in our lives.
Photos; Muralivadana dasa
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His Divine Grace

A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
Founder- Aciirya of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness
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~ The founder and original editor of
BACKTO GOD HEAD is Hi s Divine G race A. C.
Bha ktivedanla Swam i Pra bhupiida . In September,
1965, Srila Prabhupada arrived in the Uni ted
Stales. In July , 1966, in a storefron t in New York
City, he began the International Society for
Kris hna Co nsciousness. A n d from those beginn ing days, BACK TO GODHEAD has been an integral part of ISKCON .
In fact, since 1944, when he started writing. editing, printing, and distributing BACK TO GODHEAD,
Srila Prabhupiida has often called it"the backbone
of the K~l)a consciousness movement." Although over the years it has chanjled in some ways,
BACKTO GODHEAD remain s, in Srila Prabhupiida's words, " an instru me nt fo r training the
mind and educating human nature to rise up to Ihe
· pla ne of the s pirit soul."
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10
After promising us the moon, the scie ntists took billions of
our hard-earned tax dollars and showed us a few "moon
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century's biggest hoax.
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The French are tired of hypocrites-especially so-called
spiritualists, with their dogmas and do-nothing attitudes.
So is the holy life a myth? "No," say Kf$1)a devotees. " It's
a science- bhakti-yoga, the science of devotion to God.
Learn it and perfect your life." By Yogesvara dasa.

Bhagavad-gita- the Song of God - in English
Verse
24
Most English Gita'scontain the opinions of the translator
(as if we needed candlelight to see the sun). Here, though,
H iral)yagarbha dasa uses his personal poetic style and
at the same time leaves Kr~ma 's original message intact.
Kr~r,a,
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Special Center Section:

Srimad-Bhagavatam
T he continuing presentation oflndia's great spiritual classic.
T ranslation and commentary
by His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida.

ON THE COVER

"Srila Prabhupiida (our spiritual master) has called our
paintings 'windows to the spiritual world,' "says Bhaktivedanta Book Trust artist Parikl1il diisa. "That's because
we exactly follow the descriptions given in ancient
India's Vedic literature." This painting illustrates a verse
from Srimod-Bhagavatam: "Kn;Qa's face is decorated
with ornaments, such as earrings resembling sharks. His
ears are beautiful, His cheeks brilliant, and His smiling
is attractive to everyone. Whoever sees Lord K ~Qa sees
a festival. His face and body are fully satisf)'ing for
everyone to see .. . " (8/uig. 9.24.65).

Be ond Anitnal
echnology
Though today's scientist has devised a lofty technology,
essentially he knows about as much as his dog: how to eat well, how to sleep peacefully,
how to have an enjoyable sex life, and how to defend against enemies.
But what about human technology-How is a living body different from a dead
body? Who are we really? Where have we come from? Where are we
going at death? We can find out all these things ... from someone who knows.
An excerpt from Kr~IJa Consciousness,
the Matchless Gift, by His Divine Grace
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhuptida.
The purpose of this Hare Kr~Qa movement is to bring man back to his original
consciousness, which is Kr~t:~a consciousness, clear consciousness. When
water falls from the clouds, it is uncontaminated like distilled water, but as
soon as it touches the ground it becomes
muddy and discolored. Similarly, we are
originally pure spirit soul, part and parcel
of Kr~Qa, and therefore our original constitutional position is as pure as God's.
In Bhagavad-gitti SrT Kr~Qa says:

mamaivtimso jiva-loke
jiva-bhtitah saniitanab
manab $G$!htinindriytit_~i
prakrti-sthani kar$ali
"The living entities in this conditioned
world are My fragmental parts, and they
are eternal. But due to conditioned life,
they are struggling very hard with the
six senses, which include the mind"
(Bg. 15.7).
Thus all living entities are part and.
parcel of Kr$Qa. By Kr$f.IO . it should always be remembered that we are speaking of God, Kr$f.IO denoting · the allattractive Supreme Personality of .Godhead. As a fragment of gold is qualitatively the same as a gold reservoir, so the
minute particles of Kr~Da 's body are
therefore qualitatively as good as Kr~l)a.
The chemical composition ofGod's body
and the eternal spiritual body of the living en tity is the same-spiritual. Thus
originally, in our uncontaminated condi4 BACK TO GODHEAD

tion, we possessed a form as good as
God's, but just as rain falls to the
ground, so we come in contact with this
material world, which is manipulated by
the external material energy of K.r~IJa.
When we speak of external energy or
material nature, the question may be
rais ed, "Whose energy? Whose
nature?'' Material energy or nature is
not active independen tly. Such a concept
is foolish. In the Bhagavad-gita it is
clearly stated that material nature does
not work independently. When a foolish
man sees a machine he may think that it
is working automatically, but actually it
is not-there is a driver, someone in
control, although we sometimes cannot
see the controller behind the machine
due to our defective vision. There are
many electronic mechanisms which
work very wonderfully, .but behind these
intricate systems there is a scientist who
pushes the button. This is very simple to
understand: since a machine is matter, it
cannot work on its own accord but musi
work under spiritual direction . A tape
recorder works, but it works according to
the plans and under the direction of a living entity, a human being. The machine
is complete, but unless it is manipulated
by a spirit soul, it cannot work. Similarly,
we should understand that this cosmic
manifestation which we call nature is a
great machine, and that behind this
machine there is God, Kf$l)a. This is also
affirmed in Bhagavad-gita, where Kr$r:ta
says:
mayiidhyak;;et_~a

prakrtib
silyate sa-cariicaram
hetwuinena kaunteya
jagad viparivartate

"This material nature is working under
My direction, 0 son of KuntT, producing
all the moving and unmoving being~,
and by its rule this manifestation is created and annihilated again and again"
(Bg.9.10). So Kr~Da says that material
nature is acting under His direction.
Thus behind everything there is a
supreme controller. Modern civilization
does not understand this due to lack of
knowledge. It is the purpose of this
Society for Krishna Consciousness,
therefore, to enlighten all people who
have been maddened by the influence of
the three modes of material nature. In
other words, our aim is to awaken
mankind to its normal condition.
There are many universities, especially in the United States, and many
departments of knowledge, but they are
not discussing these points. Where is the
department for this knowledge that we
find given by SrT Kr~Da in the Bhagavadgitii? When I spoke before some students and faculty members at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
the first question I raised was: "Where is
the technological department which is
investigating the difference between a
dead man and a living man?" When a
man dies, something is lost. Where is the
technology to replace it? Why don't
scientists try to solve this problem? Because this is a very difficult subject matter, they set it aside and busily engage in
the technology of eating, sleeping, mating, and defending. However, Vedic
literatures inform us that this is animal
techrtology. Animals are also trying their
best to eat well, to have an enjoyable sex
life, to sleep peacefully, and to defend
themselves. What, then, is the difIllustration: Parlk$it dAsa
Photos : Muralivadana dAsa

"Even the most complicated computers need
trained men to handle them. Similarly, we should know that
this great machine, which is known as the cosmic
manifestation, is manipulated by a supreme spirit.
That is Kr~l)a."
ference between man's knowledge and
the animals' knowledge? The fact is that
man's knowledge should be developed
to explore that difference between a living body and a dead body.
That spiritual knowledge was imparted
by Km1a to Arjuna in the beginning of
the Bhagavad-gitti. Being a friend of
Kr!?~a 's, Arjuna was a very intelligent
man, but his knowledge, as all men's,
was limited. Kr!?~a spoke, however, of
subject matters which were beyond Arjuna 's finite knowledge. These subjects
are called adholcyaja because our direct
perception, by which we acquire material
knowledge, fails to approach them. For
example, we have many powerful
microscopes to see what we cannot see
with our li mited vision, but there is no
microscope that can show us the soul
within the body. Nevertheless, the soul
is there.

"Where am I? What am I?"
Bhagavad-gitti in forms us that in this
body there is a proprietor-the spirit
soul. I am the proprietor of my body, and
other souls are the proprietors of their
bodies. I say, "my hand," but not " I
hand." Since it is "my hand," I am different from the hand, being its owner.
Similarly, we speak of "my eye," "my
leg," "my this," "my that." In the
midst of all of these objects wh ich belong
to me, where am I ? The search for the
answer to this question is the prpcess of
meditation. In real meditation, we ask,
" Where am I? What am I? " We cannot
find the answers to these questions by
any material effort, and because of this
all the universities are setting these
questions aside. They say, " It is too difficult a subject." Or they brush it aside:
"It is irrelevant."
Thus engineers direct their attention
to creating and attempting to perfect the
horseless carriage and wingless bird.
Formerly, horses were drawing carriages
and there was no air pollution, but now
there are cars and rockets, and the scientists are very proud. "We have invented
horseless carriages and wingless birds,"
they boast. Although they invent imitation wings for the airplane or rocket,
6 BACK TO GODHEAD

they cannot invent a soulless body.
When they are able to actually do this,
they will deserve credit. But such an attempt would necessarily be frustrated,
for we know that there is no machine
that can work without a spirit soul
behind it. Even the most complicated
computers need trained men to handle
them. Similarly, we shouid know that
this great machine, which is known as
the cosmic manifestation, is manipulated
by a supreme spirit. That is Kr!?~a.
Scientists are searching for the ultimate cause or the ultimate controller of
this material universe and are postulating differen t theories and proposals, but
the real means for knowledge is very
easy and perfect: we need only hear from
the perfect person, Kr!?~a. By accepting
the knowledge imparted in Bhagavadgitti, anyone can immediately know that
this great cosmic machine, of which the
earth is a part, is working so wonderfully
because there is a driver behind itKr!?~a.

Our process of knowledge is very easy.
instruction, Bhagavad-gitti, is
the principal book of knowledge given by
the tidi-puru~a Himself, the Supreme Primeval Person, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. He is indeed the perfect
person. It may be argued that although
we have accepted Him as a perfect person, there are many others who do not.
Kr!?~a 's

But one should not think that this acceptance is whimsical; He is accepted as the
perfect person on the evidence of many
authorities. We do not accept Kr!?Qa as
perfect simply on the basis of our whims
or sentiments. No-Kr~Qa is accepted as
God by many Vedic authorities like
Vyasadeva, the author of all Vedic
literatures. The treasurehouse of knowledge is contained in the Vedas, and their
author, Vyasadeva, accepts Kr$rya as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, and
Vyasadeva 's spiritual master, Narada,
also accepts Kr~ Qa as such. Narada 's
spiritual master, Brahma, accepts Kr~t:~a
not only as the Supreme Person but the
supreme controller as well- isvara~
parama~ km~a&: "The supreme controller is Kr~~a."
There is no one in the creation who
can claim that he is not controlled.
Everyone, regardless of how important
or powerful, has a controller over his
head. Kr~Qa, however, has no controller;
therefore He is God. He is the controller
of everyone, but there is no one superior
to Him, no one to control Him; nor is
there anyone equal to Him, no one to
share His platform of absolute control.
This may sound very strange, for there
are many so-called gods nowadays. Indeed, gods have become very cheap,
being especially imported from India.
People in other countries are fortunate
that gods are not manufactured there,
but in India gods are manufactured practically every day. We often hear that God
is coming to Los Angeles or New York
and that people are gathering to receive
Him, etc. But Kr~~a is not the type of
God created in a mystic factory. No. He
was not made God, but He is God.
We should know, then, on the basis of
authority, that behind this gigantic material nature, the cosmic manifestation,
there is God-Kn;~a-and that He is accepted by all Vedic authorities. Acceptance of authority is not new for us;
everyone accepts authority-in some
form or another. For education we go to
a teacher or to a school or simply learn
from our father and mother. They are all
authorities, and our nature is to learn
from them. In our childhood we asked,
"Father, what is this?" and father would

" Scientists are searching for the ultimate cause or the
ultimate controller of this material universe and are
postulating different theories and proposals, but the real
means for knowledge is very easy and perfect: we need only
hear from the perfect person, Kr~~a. "
say, "This is a pen," "These are spectctcles," or "This is a table." In this way,
from the very beginnings of life a child
learns from his father and mother. A
good father and m·other never cheat
when their son inquires from them; they
give exact and correct information.
Similarly, if we get spiritual information
from an authority, and if the authority is
not a cheater, then our knowledge is perfect. However, if we attempt to reach
conclusions by dint of our own speculative powers, we are subject to fall into error. The process of induction, by which,
reasoning from particular facts or individual cases, one can arrive at a
general conclusion, is never a perfect
process. Because we are limited and our
experience is limited, the inductive process of acquiring knowledge will always
remain imperfect.
K~Qa,

the Perfect
Source of Knowledge
But if we receive information from the
perfect source, Kr~Qa, and if we repeat
that information, then what we are
speaking can also be accepted as perfect
and a.uthoritative. This process of parampara, or disciplic succession, means
hearing from Kr~Qa, or from authorities
who have accepted Kr~Qa, and repeating
exactly what they have said. In
Bhagavad-gitii Kr~Qa recommends this
process of knowledge: evaril parampariipraptam imarit rajar$ayo vidub. "This
supreme science was thus received
through the chain of disciplic succession,
and the saintly kings understood it in
that way" (Bg.4.2) .
Formerly, knowledge was passed
down by great saintly kings, who were
the authorities. In previous ages,
however, these kings were r~is-great
learned scholars and devotees-and because they were not ordinary men the
government which they headed worked
very nicely. There .are many instances in
Vedic civilization of kings who attained
perfection as devotees of God. For example, Dhruva Maharaja went to the
forest to search out God, and by practice
of severe penance and austerity he found
God within six months.

has given us a tongue and two ears, and
we may be surprised to know that Kr$Qa
is realized through the ears and tongue,
not through the eyes. By hearing His
message, we learn to control the tongue,
and after the tongue is controlled, the
other senses follow. Of all the senses, the
tongue is the most voracious and difficult to control, but it can be controlled
simply by chanting Hare Kr~l)a and tasting Kr$Qa prasiida, food offered to
Kr~Qa.

We cannot understand Kr$r~a by sensual perception or by speculation. It is
not possible, for Kr~Da is so great that
He is beyond our sensual range. But He
can be understood by surrender. Kr~l)a
therefore recommends this process:

The Kr~Qa consciousness proce~s is
also based on austerity, but it is not very
difficult. There are restrictions governing
eating and sex life (only prasiida, food
first offered to Krsna, is taken, and sex is
restricted to mar·r·ied life), and there are
other regulations which facilitate and
foster spiritual realization. It is not possible in these days to imitate Dhruva
Maharaja, but by following certain basic
Vedic principles, we can make advancement in spiritual consciousness, Kr~l)a
consciousness. As we advance, we become perfect in knowledge. What is the
use in becoming a scientist or a philosopher if we cannot say what our next life
will be? A realized student of Kr~l)a consciousness can very easi ly say what his
next life is, what God is, what the living
entity is, and what his relationship with
God is. His knowledge is perfect because
it is coming from perfect books of knowledge, such as the Bhagavad-gitii and the

Srimad-Bhiigavatam.
This, then, is the process of Kr~Da
consciousness. It is very easy, and anyone can adopt it and make his life perfect. If someone says, " I'm not educated
at all, and I cannot read books, " he is
still not disqualified. He can still perfect
his life by simply chanting the mahiimantra: Hare Kr~l)a, Hare Kr~Qa , Kr~Qa
Kr~Da, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare
Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. K.r~l)a

sarva-dharman pariryajya
mam ekam .<iaratJati:l vraja
aham tvaril sarva-papebhyo
mOk$ayi!;_yiimi rna suca{t
"Give up all varieties of religiousness,
and just surrender unto Me; and in
return I shall protect you from all sinful
reactions. Therefore, you have nothing
to fear" (Bg. 18.66).
Unfortunately, our disease is that we
are rebellious-we automatically resist
authority. Yet although we say that we
don' t want authority, nature is so strong ·
that it forces authority upon us. We are
forced to accept the authority of nature.
What can be more pathetic than a man
who claims to answer to no authority but
who follows his senses blindly wherever
they lead him? Our false claim to independence is simply foolishness. We are
all under authority, yet we say that we
don ' t want authority. This is called maya,
illusion. We do, however, have a certain
independence-we can choose to be
under the authority of our senses or the
authority of Kf$l)a. The best and ultimate authority is Kr~1.1a, for He is our
eternal well-wisher, and He always
speaks for our benefit. Since we have to
accept some authority, why not accept
His? Simply by hearing of His glories
from the Bhagavad-gita and the SrimadBhdgavatam and by chanting His
names-Hare Kr~IJ.a-we can swiftly
perfect our lives.
0
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"The Supreme Lord walks .... " Thousands
go on a procession with the Kr~I.la Deity during
this festival in U<;lupi, near Mailgalore, South
India (above). People in India have known for
ages that God is a person - and that as the
master of all energies, He can manifest
Himself as He likes, even through Deity forms
supposedly made of earth, stone, or wood.
"He is far away, but He is very near as
well .... "Though He never leaves His
spiritual abode, Lord Kr~I.la also appears in
such places as Los Angeles (opposite page).
(His queen: Srimati Rukmil_li-devi.) For the
surrendered soul Kr$I.la is always within reach.

"The Supreme Lord walks and does not walk.
He is far away, but He is very near as well. He is
within everything, and yet He is outside of everything."
This mantra is fro m the lsopani$ad, the oldest of
the famed Upani$ads, which are the philosophic
heart of the sacred scriptures of India. The mantra
presents contradictions- by way of proving the inconceivable potencies of God. In India, as well as
throughout the world, those who admit God's existence have always disputed whether God is impersonal or personal. The Mciyciviida school accepts only
an impersonal aspect of the Lord and rejects His personal feature. The Bhcigavata school (devoted to Sri
Kr~I)a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and
represented today by the Kr~I)a consciousness
movement) accepts the Lord as both impersonal and
personal.
We should not take it for granted that just because
.we cannot see God with our eyes, !he Lord does not
have a personal existence. The /Sopani$ad mantra
refutes this argument by warning us that the Lord is
"far away but very near as well." The abode of the
Supreme Lord is far, far beyond the material sky,
and its distance cannot even be measured. But
despite the Lord's being so far away, He can at once,
within less than a second, descend before us with a
speed swifter than the mind or wind.
And there is no power to prevent the primeval
Supreme Being from coming before us in the material world in His supreme personal form. For example, the Lord can appear in the form of Deities
supposedly made of earth, stone, or wood. Although
engraved from wood, stone, or other matter, these
forms are not idols (as the iconoclasts contend). In
our present state of imperfect material existence, we
cannot see the Supreme Lord because of our imperfect senses. Yet those devotees who want to see Him
by means of material vision are favored by the Lord,
who appears in a so-called material form to accept
His devotees' service. One should not think that
such devotees are worshiping an idol. They are factually worshiping the Lord, who has agreed to appear
before them in an approachable way. Nor is the
Deity form fashioned to the whims of the worshiper.
(This is the actual meaning of the Biblical injunction,
" Thou shalt not worship a graven image" -one is
forbidden to imagine a form and worship it as God.)
The Deity form is authorized by scripture and exists
eternally with all His paraphernalia. This can be actually felt by a sincere devotee, but not by an atheist.
For the surrendered soul the Lord is always within
reach, whereas for the unsurrendered soul He is far,
far away and cannot be approached.
0
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By now it's no secret that the space scientists have
cheated us out of billions of dollars. But the hoax is even
more colossal than we could have imagined.

Acase of mass brainwashing
by Satsvarupa dasa Goswami
Srlla Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Thakura, the spiritual
master of His Divine Grace A. C. Bhakt ivedanta Swami
Prabhupada, once described materialistic civilization as "a
society of the cheaters and the cheated. " Looking at our
modern world, we can easily see why: massive advertising
campaigns for cigarettes and liquor that promise pleasure but
deliver disease; widespread gambling rackets of all kinds,
some government-sponsored, that bilk the public of billions
each year; high-le vel corruption of many leaders in industry
and governmen t that reveals a nearly total disregard for the
public's welfare. From all this, and much more, the only conclusion to draw is that the vast majority of people, out of ignorance of a meaningful goal of life, actually desire to be
cheated-actually feel the need for the false promises and outright lies of the hucksters to provide some hope of happiness
from day to day. Thus a few clever, aggressive professionals
take advantage of the ignorant masses and engage in largescale cheating for their own selfish interests.
While cheating goes on in all fields of endeavor, one of the
most outstanding is modern science. Scientists can make
useful contributions to material life, but they become cheaters
when they claim that science is (or someday will be) independent of the Jaws of nature. Theories such as "Life originates
from matter and can be created in the laboratory," or "Since
there is no supreme intelligence directing the universe, we
[the scientists) are the only ones who can explain existence,"
are all bluffs perpetrated without a shred of scientific proof
Their only purpose is to advance the prestige of the scientists
and net them billion-dollar government grants for endless
research. Recent efforts to travel to the moon provide a prime
example of this kind of lucrative mass "brainwashing, " which
is still succeeding with a large portion of the gullible public.*
Despite the tremendous volume of propaganda proclaiming
*Twenty-eight percent of all Americans, according to a Gallup poll
cited in the Los Angeles Times on October 13, 1976, have seen
through the sham and now believe the moon landing to be a fake.
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the "conquest of outer space," we have information from a
very reliable source, the Sanskrit Vedic scriptures, that the socalled "astronauts" never actual(y went to the moon. Although
most people hold it as an article of absolute faith that man first
reached the moon in July, 1969, the manned moon landing is
actually a colossal hoax.
We realize that this is very difficult for you to accept, since it
directly contradicts your established beliefs. But since you
yourself have not actually gone to the moon, you owe it to
yourself to consider why you are so confident that the
"astronauts" actually have gone there. Why do you accept the
popular version of the manned moon landing? Because you
believe the authority of the scientists, the journalists, and the
politicians who propagate that version. When we cite the Vedic
scriptures, which state that the "astronauts" could not have
gone to the moon, we are simply favoring another authority.
In both cases, it is a matter of accepti ng an authority and
believing what it says.
Now, why do we believe the Vedic scriptures rather than the
material scientists? Because the Vedic scriptures differ from
the conclusions of material science in that they are not based
on imperfect sensory investigation, but are apatHU$a, i.e., they
emanate from God, who is beyond the material world. In
other words, Vedic evidence stands above the defects of conditioned souls within the material world. Thus, when it comes
to real scientific knowledge, the standard of Vedic authority is
perfect because it originates directly from the all-perfect,
omn iscient Personality of Godhead.
The Vedic account of our planetary system is already
researched, concluded, and perfect. The Vedas state that the
moon is 800,000 miles farther from the earth than the sun.
T herefore, even if we acce pt the modern calculation of 93
million m iles as the distance from the earth to the sun, how
could the "astronauts" have traveled to the moon - a distance
of almost 94 million miles-in only 91 hours (the alleged
elapsed time of the Apollo 11 moon trip)? This would require
an average speed of more than one million miles per hour for
llluslralion: RilmaprasMa dasa
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ROCKS from the MOON
Our grateful acKnowledgment
to the American people for
their generous contribution
of $24 billion for this
recent acquisition.

The real point is that no matter how
huge a telescope is, or how precisely
the data it reports is handled by a com. puter~· the sciehtists themselves, being
ordinary conditioned souls, suffer from
four basic defects that completely invalidate their conclusions. These
defects are stated in the Vedic scriptures to be bhrama, pramada,
vipralipsa, and karaoapatava.
The first defect (bhrama) is the tendency to make mistakes. For example,
Columbus discovered America, but he
When we state that the material
thought it was India. Similarly, the so.,
scientists are mistaken .about where the
called "astronauts" may have gone
planets are situated ir:1 space, we go
somewhere, but it wasn't to the moon,
against the deep faith of most people.
as they believe.
The common man thinks, "But they have
The second defect (pramada) is the
figured everything out mathematically.
tendency to become illusioned. A good
They have Ph.D.'s and Nobel Prizes, and
example of mass illusion is that almost
they are using gigantic telescopes to
everyone identifies himself as his body
measure the heavens with great acrather1han as his real self. the soul
curacy." In fact, however. the scientists
within the body. This indicates a nearly
themselves are the first to admit that
universal lack of the most basic knowlthey constantly make mistakes and
edge.
have to revise their theories.
The third defect (vipralipsa) is the

CALLING
THE BLIND
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tendency to cheat. There are many
cases on record of researchers attempting to prove a pet theory by doctoriAg up
their laboratory findings. But doubtless
the most harmful deception occurs
when the scientists. knowing themselves prone to error and illusion, still
put forward their jerry-built theories as
gospel truth before an innocent public.
The fourth defect (karaoapatava) is
the imperfection of our gross senses.
For instance, regardless of how perfect
a telescopic lens may be, it is the defective eyes and brain of a human being
(the scientist) that have to perceive and
interpret the data. Therefore his conclusions are bound to contain some error.
These are some serious reasons toreject the material scientists' contention
that they possess real, factual knowledge. We should not give them much
credit, nor should we accept what they
say about the nature of the universe.
Rather, we should realize that they are
fallible men, subject to great imperfection. Perfect knowledge i ~ beyond them.

the spacecraft, a patently impossible feat by even the space
scientists' calculations.
Another important reason why the manned moon landing
must be a hoax is that, according to the Vedas, each planet has
its particular standard of living and atmosphere, and no one
can transfer from one planet to another without becoming
properly qualified. This means that if someone wants to go to
Mars, for instance, he has to give up his present gross material
body and acquire another one suitable for life on that particular planet. Vedic knowledge teaches that the living being
doesn't die with the death of the body, but that he is an eternal
spirit soul. As Lord Kr~Qa says in the Bhagavad-gita, "As the
embodied soul continually passes, in this body, from boyhood
to youth to old age, the soul similarly passes into another body
at death" (Bhagavad-gita, 2.13). At the time of death the
human being transfers to another material body according to
the desires he cultivated and the work he performed during
his lifetime. Therefore, since the moon has a particular standard of life and atmosphere, if one wants to travel there he has
to adapt his material body to the conditions of that planet.
Even on the earth planet these restrictions hold true. For
example, a human being cannot possibly live in the water, nor
can a fish live on land. These are the rigid conditions of life,
and any attempt to defy them is artificial and will fail.
Similarly, just as you have to change your dress if you want to
go from India to Europe, where the climatic conditions are different, so you also have to change your physical "dress" if
you want to go to the specialized atmosphere of the moon. [n
other words, if you want to go to the moon or the sun or any
other higher planet, you can keep your finer dress of mind, intelligence, ahd ego, but you have to leave behind your gross
dress (your physical body) made of earth, water, fire, and
other material elements, and acquire a body suitable for your
destination.
Of course, none of this will help you solve the real problem
of life-entrapment in the vicious cycle of birth and death. As
Kmta states in the Bhagavad-gitii, even if one transfers in his
next life to a very elevated position in the highest planet in the
universe, Brahmaloka, he will still have to experience birth
and death. The goal of human life is to free the soul from its
continuous transmigration among different species of life on
various planets, and to transfer to the spiritual planets, where
life is eternal. To reach these planets, a complete change of
both gross and subtle bodies is necessary, for one can reach
the spiritual sky only in a spiritual form. We will elaborate on
this a little later, but our point here is that you cannot simply
force yourself onto another planet without the proper
qualification.
Just as in the United States there are laws controlling the
entry of foreigners through the issuance of visas, so in the universe there are also laws controlling the movement of all living beings-even astronauts and scientists-and unless one's
karma is such that he deserves to take birth on the moon or
the sun or the earth or wherever, he cannot defy the laws of
nature and go there by force. The scientists are always claiming they are independent of nature's law, but even they have
to submit to death and rebirth; they cannot check them.
Similarly, they cannot go to the moon planet, which the Vedas
describe not as a lifeless desert but as a heavenly planet of extraordinary material pleasures. Where the astronauts actually
went, or how this fabrication of lunar visitation will one day be
exposed to people in general, are not part of our present discussion. But the Vedic teachings warn us that the manned
moon landing is certainly an empty bluff.
When we contradict the revered scientists like this and warn
people that, through the use of brainwashing propaganda,
they are being cheated out of billions of hard-earned tax dol-

Iars-we ourselves are accused of brainwashing. But which is
better: a sober war-ning or a colossal multi-billion-dollar hoax?
Furthermore, even if, for argument's sake, we accept that
the "astronauts" did go to the moon, our main contention still
holds: the moon excursion is a hoax, a mass brainwashing job.
Why? Because it has no value. Even the scientists now admit
its uselessness, and their interest in going to the moon has
subsided. After many years of concentrated effort and billions
of dollars of public money spent, the scientists have concluded
that the moon is uninhabitable and have stopped trying to go
there. But the public is encouraged to regard this failure as a
wonderful achievement! "Just see! They have come back with
some moon dust!'' Long ago the Vedic literatures said the
moon was uninhabitable by man, before going there the scientists themselves predicted they could not live in that atmosphere, and upon reaching the moon they discovered the
same thing-that they could not live there. So what is the
value of this kind of billion-dollar excursion, which has produced only a few rocks?
The scientists' stubbornness is like that of a boy who is repeatedly warned by his father not to stick his finger in the
revolving blades of a fan , but who goes ahead and does it anyway, and is hurt. The scientists insisted that a lunar landing
would prove the United States to be the most advanced
nation. Never mind that it cost billions, which could have
been spent on worthwhile projects, such as feeding the starving. The brainwashing was so extreme that at one point Pan
American Airlines was even selling tickets to the moon, and
there was talk of colonizing it , although everyone
acknowledged that it is impossible to live there. And yet if we
speak out strongly against this nonsense, people say we are
brainwashed-for not believing in the bluff of the moon excursion. Now, having squeezed as much prestige as possible
out of their great "success" in reaching the moon , the scientists have become disappointed and set their sights on Marsand fhe huge expenditure of public funds goes on.
Again, we do not say that man should neglect science, but
rather that he should practice science according to the authorized knowledge of the laws of nature. The scientists
should not attempt to defy the laws of nature, or those of God,
but should work humbly in harmony with the real purpose of
human life-liberation from the cycle of birth and death.
Despite all scientific theorizing, research, and technology, the
scientists do not even know the nature of the life within the
body, how life enters the body, and where life goes after
death. Not being able to produce even the smallest living
creature, and being unable to stop death, the modern scientists should not consider themselves the all-in-all.
If we desire to praise someone for scientific achievements,
let us praise the Great Brain who is actually controlling all living beings by directing His material energy, and who regulates
the immense machinery of the universe. Let us follow Lord
Brahma, who sings in the Vedic scripture Brahma-samhita
(5.52): "I worship Govinda [J.<.r~Qa] , the primeval Lord, by
whose order the sun assumes immense power and heat and
traverses its orbit." The sun is a creation of God; it is not a
creation of the scientists. So also are the oceans and the great
mountains, the resources of nature, and outer space-all are
works of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As for
machine-making, the material energy of Kr$Qa, the Supreme
Energetic, has expertly fashioned male and female forms that
go on reproducing themselves without further assistance from
Him. And this happens over and over in millions of species.
Can the scientists create such replicating machines? Can they
create a sun and keep it floating perpetually in space? Can they
create the oceans, the brain of a great scientist like Einstein, or
even an ant or an amoeba? No. All these scientific achieveBACK TO GODHEAD 13

ments are the works of God. And when God Himself speaks
through authorized scriptures like the Bhagavad-gitti, He explicitly says, "Do not waste your time trying to go to the
moon; that is not your place." If the godless human scientists
defy this Supreme Scientist and Supreme Controller, then disaster will befall them and whoever follows them. Therefore we
are protesting a godless science that defies God's laws.
In Easy Journey to Other Planets, written back in 1959, H is
Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada warned
us that attempting to reach the m oon by materialistic methods
is a waste of time. In a speech ten years later he further explained:
If we go to live on the moon-assuming that it is possibleeven with an oxygen mask, how long could we stay? Furthermore, even if we had the opportunity to stay there, what would
we gain? We might gain a little longer life perhaps, but we could
not live there forever. That is impossible. And what would we
gain by a longer life? ... Near San Francisco I have seen a forest
where there is a tree 7,000 years old. But what is the benefit? If
one is proud of standing in one place for 7,000 years, that is not a
very great credit.

Of course, scientists, journalists, and politicians are not
known for considering things in the philosophical light of transcendental knowledge, but a sober fact to consider is this: if,
even after all the scientists' achievements, we must still die
and suffer the miseries of repeated birth and death, then what
is the benefit of that science? Kr~.;a tells us not to waste our
valuable time with things that are only temporary and do not
lead to liberation from birth and death. " Don't waste your
time going from this planet to that planet," He says in the
Bhagavad-gitii. " Your material miseries will only follow you."
So the moon excursion is a hoax in yet another, all-important

sense: the scientists are leading people to believe they will be
happy if they go to'the moon, but when considered in the context of the eternal soul's welfare, going to the moon and living
there for many, many years still won't solve the problems of
life. It is a hoax to claim that the endeavor to travel to other
planets will bring happiness. A person can be happy only if he
receives information from authorized scriptures about the
nature of the soul and the meth od of liberating the soul from
his suffering condition. This liberation is the goal of Kr~rya
consciousness.
And yet, when we warn people not to waste their lives in
temporary achievements, when we warn them not to engage
in sinful activities that will force them to transmigrate to lower
planets and lower forms of life-they accuse us of being duped
and spreading false propaganda. But we will not be quieted by
their accusations. As devotees of K{~.;a , we must go on repeating His instructions f9r everyone's benefit. As K{~.;a tells
us in His incarnation as Sri Caitanya M ahaprabhu, " Instruct
everyone to follow the teachings of Lord Sri Kr~.;a as they are
given in the Bhagavad-gitiiand the Srimad-Bhiigavatam. In this
way become a spir itual master and try to liberate everyone in
the world."
So you have to decide who is actually cheating: the materialist, who promises happiness in the context of temporary
advancement and enjoyment, and who thereby ignores the
eternal soul, or the spiritualist, the K{~.;a conscious person,
who says, " Always think of Kr~.;a and become H is devotee.
Worship H im and bow down before Him. If you practice in
this way, at the end of life you will certainly return to the
supreme spiritual planet, which is eternal and free from all
miseries, because of your full absorption in and devotion to
0
the Lord."
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Supreme Lord. Attainment of this stage of pure spiritual life is the highest perfection, and this stage is called svarilpa, or the factual identity of
the living being. Liberation means renovation of this stage of svarupa.. In
that perfect stage of svarupa, the living being is established in five
phases of loving service, one of which is the stage of madhurya-rasa, or
the humor of conjugal love. The Lord is always perfect in Himself, and
thus He has no hankering for Himself. He, however, becomes a master, a
friend, a son or a husband to fulfill the intense love of the devotee concerned. Herein two classes of devotees of the Lord are mentioned in the
stage of conjugal love. One is svakiya, and the other is parakiya. Both of
them are in conjugal love with the Personality of Godhead l<r$oa. The
queens at Oviirakii were svakiya, or duly married wives, but the damsels
of Vraja were young friends of the Lord while He was unmarried. The
Lord stayed at Vrndavana till the age of sixteen, and His friendly relations with the neighboring girls were in terms of parakrya. These girls,
as well as the queens, underwent severe penances by taking vows,
bathing and offering sacrifices in the fire, as prescribed in the scriptures.
The rites, as they are, are not an end in themselves, nor are fruitive action, culture of knowledge or perfection in mystic powers ends in themselves. They are all means to attain to the highest stage of svarupa, to
render constitutional transcendental service to th e Lord. Each and every
living being has his individual position in one of the above-mentioned
five different kinds of reciprocating means with the Lord, and in one's
pure spiritual form of svarupa the relation becomes manifest without
mundane affinity. The kissing of the Lord, either by His wives or His
young girl friends who aspired to have the Lord as their fiance, is not of
any mundane perverted quality. Had such things been mundane, a liberated soul like Sukadeva would not have taken the trouble to relish them,
nor would Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu have been inclined to participate in those subjects after renouncing worldly life. The stage is earned
after many lives of penance.
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"Creation"
CHAPTER TEN

Departure of Lord
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nunam vrata-snana-hutadinesvara/:1,
samarcito hy asya grhita-pd!J.ibhib
pibanti yai}. sakhy adharamrtam muhur
vraja-striya!t sammumuhur yad-dSayaiJ,
nilnam-certainly in the previous birth; vrata- vow; snana-bath;
hula-sacrifice in the fire; adina-by all these; iSvara{t-the Personality of Godhead; samarcita{t-perfectly worshiped; hi-certainly;
asya- His; grhila-pa1,Libhi{t-by the married wives; pibanti- relishes;
yai}.- those who; sakhi- 0 friend; adhara-amrtam- the nectar from
His lips; muhu{t- again and again; vraja-striyai}.-the damsels of
Vrajabhiimi; sammu-muhu/:1,-often fainted; yat-asaya/:1,-expecting to
be favored in that way.
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TRANSLATION
0 friends, just think of His wives, whose hands He h as accepted.
How they must have undergone vows, baths, fire sacrifices and
perfect worship of the Lord of the universe to constantly relish
now the nectar from H is lips (by kissing]. The damsels of
Vrajabhumi would often faint just by expecting such favors.
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~~ ~ ~:~~~~II
ya virya-sulkena hrUi.b- svayamvare
prarnathya caidya-pramukluin hi su~mit_la!t
pradyumna-sambamba-sutadayo 'para
yas cahrUi bhauma-vadhe sahasra5ah

PURPORT
Religious rites prescribed in the scriptures are mean t to purify the
mundane qualities of the conditioned souls to enable them to be gradually promoted to the stage of rendering transcendental service unto the

ya- the lady; virya- prowess; sulkena- by payment of the price;
hrtal}.-ta.ken away by force; svayamvare- in the open selection of the
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bridegroom; pramathya- harassing; caidya-King Sisupala; pramukhdn-hcaded by; hi- positively; s~mi{W~-all very powerful;
pradyumna-Pradyumna (l(rgta's son); sambo.-Siimba; ambo.Amba; suta-adaya~. -children; apara!t-other ladies; ya/L- those;
ca-also; ahrta~ -similarly brought; bhauma-vadhe-aftcr killing
kings; saltaSrasa!t-hy the thousands.

TRANSLATION
All these women auspiciously glorified their lives despite their
being without individuality and without purity. Their husband,
the lotus-eyed Personality of Godhead, never left them alone at
home. He always pleased their hearts by making valuable
presentations.

TRANSLATION
The children of these ladies are Pradyumna, Samba, Amha, etc.
Ladies like Rukmir;~i , Satyabhiimii and Jiimbavati were forcibly
taken away by Him from their svayamvara ceremonies after He
defeated man y powerful kings, headed by Sisupiila. And other
ladies were also forcibly taken away by Him after He killed
Bhaumiisura and thousands of his assistants. All of these ladies are
glorious.
PURPORT
Exceptionally qualified daughters of powerful kings were allowed to
make a choice of their own bridegrooms in open competition, and such
ceremonies were called svayamvara, or selection of the bridegroom. Because the svayamvara was an open competition between the rival and
valiant princes, such princes were invited by the father of the princess,
and usually there were regular fights between the invited princely order
in a sporting spirit. But it so happened that sometimes the belligerent
princes were killed in such marriage-fighting, and the victorious prince
was offered the trophy princess for whom so many princes died. RukrniQi, the principal queen of Lord K:r~JJa, was the daughter of the King of
Vidarbha, who wished that his qualified and beautiful daughter be given
away to Lord Kr~IJa. But her eldest brother wanted her to be given away
to King Sisup~la, who happened to be a cousin of Kr~JJa. So there was
open comP.etition, and as usual Lord Kf$Qa emerged successful, after
harassing Sisupiila and other princes by His unrivalled prowess. Rukmiryi
had ten sons, like Pradyumna. There were other queens also taken away
by Lord Kr~rya in a similar way. Full description of this beautiful booty of
Lord Kr~rya will be given in the Tenth Canto. There were 16,100
beautiful girls who were daughters of many kings and were forcibly
stolen by Bhaumiisura, who kept them captive for his carnal desire.
These girls prayed piteously to Lord l(r~Qa for their deliverance, and the
merciful Lord, called by their fervent prayer, released them all by fighting and killing Bhaumasura. All these captive princesses were then accepted by the Lord as His wives, although in the estimation of society
they were all fallen girls. The all-powerful Lord l(r~r;ta accepted the
humble prayers of these girls and married them with the adoration of
queens. So altogether Lord K!'~r;ta had 16,108 queens at Dvaraka, and in
each of them He begotten children. All these children grew up, and each
had as many children as the father. The aggregate of the family numbered I 0,000,000.

PURPORT
The devotees of the Lord are purified souls. As soon as the devotees
surrender unto the lotus feet of the Lord sincerely, the Lord accepts
them, and thus the devotees at once become free from all material contaminations. Such devotees are above the three modes of material nature.
There is no bodily disqualification of a devotee, just as there is no
qualitative difference between the Ganges water and the unfilthy drain
water when they are amalgamated. Women, merchants and laborers are
not very intelligent, and thus it is very difficult for them to understand
the science of God or to be engaged in the devotional service of the Lord.
!hey are more materialistic, and less than them are the Kiriitas, Hiil)as,
Andhras, Pulindas, Pulki!Sas, Abhlras, Kankas, Yavanas, Khasas, etc.,
but all of them can be delivered if they are properly engaged in the devotional service of the Lord. By engagement in the service of the Lord, the
designative disqualifications are removed, and as pure souls they become
eligible to enter into the kingdom of God.
The fallen girls under the clutches of Bhaumasura sincerely prayed to
Lord Sri l(r~l)a for their deliverance, and their sincerity of purpose made
them at once pure by virtue of devotion. The Lord therefore accepted
them as His wives, and thus their lives became glorified. Such auspicious
glorification was still more glorified when the Lord played with them as
the most devoted husband.
The Lord used to live with His 16,108 wives constantly. He expanded
Himself into 16,108 plenary portions, and each and every one of them
was t~c Lord Himself without deviation from the Original Personality.
The Sruti-mantra affirms that the Lord can expand Himself into many.
As husband of so many wives, He pleased them all with presentations,
even at a costly endeavor. He brought the pdrijata plant from heaven and
implanted it at the palace of Satyahh~md, one of the principal queens. If,
the.refo.re, anyone desi.res the Lo.rd to become one's husband, the Lord
fulfills such desires in full.
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sasmitena y ayau hari~
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param stritvam apdstapesa/o.m
nirasta-saucam bata sadhu kuroate
yasam grlw.t pU$kara-locana!t patir
na jatv apaity ahrtibhir hrdi sprsan
eta~-al1 these women; param-highest; strilmm-womanhood:
apastapesalam-without individuality; nirasta-without; saucampurity; bo.ta sadhu-auspiciously glorified; kuroote-do they make;
yasdm-from whose; grhat- homes; p~kara-locana/L-the lotus-eyed;
pati/L-husband; na jdtu- never at any time; apaiti- goes away;
iihrtibhi/L-by presentation; hrdi- in the heart; sprsan-endeared.

eoomvidha/1-in this way; gadanlinam-thus praying and talking
about Him; sa~- He (the Lord); gira~-of words; pura-y~ildm-of the
ladies of the capital; nirik$a(lena-by His grace of glancing over them;
abhinandan- and greeting them; sa-smitena-with a smiling face;
yayau-departed; hari~-the Personality of Godhead.

TRANSLATION
While the ladies of the capital of Hastiniipura were greeting Him
and talking in this way, the Lord, smiling, accepted their good
greetings, and casting the grace of His glance over them, He
departed from the city.
TEXT 32
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Text 36)

Departure of Lord ~~~a for Dviirakii

ajala-SaJru!l prtaruim
gopitluiya madhu-dvi§a-!1
parebhya!J Satikita!J sneluit
prayurikta catur-arigi(lim
ajdla-satru!J-Maharaja YudhiHhi ra, who was no one's enemy;
prtan4m-defensive forces; gopithfiya-Cor giving protection; madhudv~a!J-of the enemy of Madhu (Sri Knt:ta); parebhya!J-from others
(enemies); salikila!J-heiog afraid of; sneluit-out of affection;
prdyurikta-eogaged; catur-aTigi(IIm-four defensive divisions.

TRANSLATION
Maharaja Yudhi~thira, although no one's enem y, engaged four
divisions of defense (horse, elephant, chariot and anny) to accompany Lord K~~a, the enemy of the asuras [demons). The Maharaja
did this because of the enemy, and also out of affection for the
Lord.

PURPORT
Natural defensive measures are horses and elephants combined with
chariots and men. Horses and elephants are trained to move to any part
of the hills or forests and plains. The charioteers could fight with many
horses and elephants by the strength of powerful arrows, even up to the
standard of the brahmastra (similar to modern atomic weapons).
MablirAja Yudhi~\hira knew well that l<{~t:ta is everyone's friend and
well-wisher, and yet there were asuras who were by nature envious of
the Lord. So out of fear of attack from others and out of affection also, he
engaged all varieties of defensive forces as bodyguards of Lord l<{~J:la. If
required, Lord l<{~t:ta Himself was sufficient to defend Himself from the
attack of others who counted the Lord as their enemy, but still He accepted all the arrangements made by Maharaja Yudhi~\hira because He
could not disobey the King, who was His elder cousin. The Lord plays the
part of a subordinate in His transcendental sporting, and thus sometimes
He puts Himself in the care of Yasodamatli for His protection in His socalled helplessness of childhood. That is the transcendental filii, or
pastime of the Lord. The basic principle for all transcendental exchanges between the Lord and His devotees is exhibited to enjoy a transcendental bliss for which there is no comparison, even up to the level of

brahm4nandcl.
TEXT33

3N~~: .m~ ~~lild(IOJ: I
~"d~ SMI~ot•tfff~: ; II~~ II
aJha duragatan .fauri!J
kauravdn virahaturdn
sannivartya dr(iham snigdluin
prayat sva-nagariril priyai!J
aJha-thus; daragatan- having accompanied Him for a long distance; sauri!J-Lord K.r~IJa; kauravdn - the Pat:t«!.avas; virahdturanoverwhelmed by a sense of separation; sannivartya-politely persuaded;
d~ham-determined; snigdhan-full of affection; prdydt-proceeded;
soo-nagarim-towards His own city (DvdraU); priyai!J- with dear
companions.

TRANSLATION
Out of profound affection for Lord K~~a, the Pii~~vas, who
were of the Kuru dynasty, accompanied Him a considerable distance to see Him off. They were overwhelmed with the thought of
future separation. The Lord, however, persuaded them to return
home, and He proceeded towards Dvi.raka with His dear
companions.
TEXTS 34-35
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kuru-jangala-pancaldn
sllrasen4n say<Jmuruin
brahmavartaril kuru/cyetraril
matsyan slirasvatan atha
maru-dhanvam atikramya
sauvircibhirayo!l parlin
dnartan bluirgavopo.gac
chranJavaho manag vibhu!J
kuru-jdrigala-the province of Delhi; pdii.cdliin- part of the province
Panjah; suraseruin- part of the province of Uttar Pradesh; sa-with;
yamuruin-the districts on the bank of the Yamuna; brahmdvartampart of northern Uttar Pradesh; kurulcyetram-the place where the battle
was fought; matsyan-the province Matsya; scirasvatan-part of Punjab; atha-and so on; maru-Rajusthan, the land of deserts; dhanvam-Madhya Pradesh, where water is very scanty; ati-kramya-after passing; sauvfra- Saurastra; abhirayo!J-part of Gujurat: pardn-western
side; dnartan-the province of Dvaraka; bluirgava-0 Saunaka;
upagdt-overtaken by; srdnta-fatigue; ooha!J- the horses; man4k
vibhu~ -slightly, because of the long journey.

TRANSLATION

0 Saunaka, the Lord then proceeded towards Kurujiiilgala,
Piiiciilii, Siirasena, the land on the bank of the River Yamunii,
Brahmiivarta, Kuruk~etra, 1\latsyii, Siirasvalii, the province of the
desert and the land of scanty water. After crossing these provinces
He gradually reached the Sauvira and Ahhira provinces, then west
of these, reached Dviirakii at last.

PURPORT
The provinces passed over by the Lord in those days were differently
named, hut the direction given is sufficient to indicate that He traveled
through Delhi, Punjab, Rajasthan. Madhya Pradesh, Saurastra and Gujarat and at last reached His home province at Dvaraka. We do not gain
any profit simply by researching the analogous provinces of those days
up to now, but it appears that the desert of Rajasthan and the provinces
of scanty water like Madhya Pradesh were present even five thousand
years ago. The theory of soil experts that the desert developed in recent
years is not supported by the statements of Bhagavatam. We may leave
the matter for expert geologists to research because the changing universe has different phases of geological development. We are satisfied
that the Lord has now reached His own province, Dvara.kadhama, from
the Kuru provinces. Kuruk~etra continues to exist since the Vedic age.
and it is sheer foolishness when interpreters ignore or deny the existence
of Kuru~etra.
TEXT 36

~ ~ ~ ~: 5k91t41.11~oi: I

m ~ ~ q~ t~t ~t ~~~~~~
tatra tatra ha tatratyair
hari!J pratyudyatarha(la!J
sayaril bheje di.Saril pa$cad
gav~!ha gam gatas tadd
tatra taJra - at different places; ha-it so happened; tatratyai!J-by
local inhabitants; hari!J-the Personality of Godhead; pratyudyaJaarha(la?t- being offered presentations and worshipful regards; sayamthe evening; bheje- having overtaken; diSam-direction; pa5ooteastern; gavi$!ha!l-the sun in the sky; gam-to the QGean; gata~
having gone; tadd-at that time.
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On His journey through these provinces He was welcomed,
worshiped and given various presentations. In the evening, in all
places, the Lord suspended His journey to perform evening rites.
This was regularly observed after sunset.

PURPORT
It is said here that the Lord observed the religious principles regularly
while He was on the journey. There are certain philosophical speculations that even the Lord is under the obligations of fruitive action. But
actually this is not the case. He does not depend on the action of any good
or bad work. Since the Lord is absolute, everything done by Him is good
for everyone. But when He descends on earth, He acts for the protection
of the devotees and for the annihilation of the impious nondevotees. Although He has no obligatory duty, still He docs everything so that others
inay follow. That is the way of factual teaching; one must act properly
himself and teach the same to others, otherwise no one will accept one's
blind teaching. He is Himself the awarder of fruiti¥e results. He is selfsufficient, and yet He acts according to the rulings of the revealed scripture in order to teach us the process. If He does not do so, the common
man may go wrong. But in the advanced stage, when one can understand
the transcendental nature of the Lord, one does not try to imitate Him.
This is not possible.
The Lord in human society does what is the duty of everyone, but
sometimes He does something extraordinary and not to be imitated by
the living being. His acts of evening prayer as stated herein must be
followed by the living being, but it is not possible to follow His mountain-lifting or dancing with the gopis. One cannot imitate the sun, which
can exhaust water even from a filthy place; the most powerful can do
something which is aU-good, but our imitation of such acts will put us
into endless difficulty. Therefore, in all actions, the experienced guide,
the spiritual master, who is the manifested mercy of the Lord, should always be consulted, and the path of progress will be assured.

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the First Canto, Tenth
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Departure of Lord Kr~TJC.
for Dvarakci.."

CHAPTER ELEVEN

(Dviirakii), the Lord sounded His auspicious conchshell, heralding
His arrival and apparently pacifying the dejection of the inhabitants.
PURPORT
The beloved Lord was away from His own prosperous metropolis of
Dvaraka for a considerably long period because of the Battle of Kuruk~etra, and thus all the inhabitants were overcome with melancholia due
to the separation. When the Lord descends on the earth, His eternal associates also come with Him, just as the entourage of a king accompanies
him. Such associates of the Lord are eternally liberated souls, and they
cannot bear the separation of the Lord even for a moment because of intense affection for the Lord. Thus the inhabitants of the city of Dvaraka
were in a mood of dejection and expected the arriva l of the Lord at any
moment. So the heralding sound of the auspicious conchshell was very
encouraging, and apparently the sound pacified their dejection. They
were still more aspirant to see the Lord amongst themselves, and all of
them became alert to receive Him in the befitting manner. These are the
signs of spontaneous love of Godhead.

TEXT2
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sa uccakase dhavalodaro daro
'py urukramasyadharaSOTJC.-SO[timd
dadhmayamana~ kara-kanja-sampu!e
yathabja-kha7J4,e kala-haritsa utsvanah
sa~-that; uccakci..fe-beeame brilliant; dhaoola-udara~-white and
fat-boweled; dara~-conchshel1; api-ahhough it is so; urukramasyaof the great adventurer; adhara§oTJ{L- by the transcendental quality of
His lips; so(limli- reddened; diidhmayamana~ -being sounded; karakanja-sampu{e-being caught by the grip of the lotus hand; yatha-as it
is; abja-kha7J4,e- by the stems of lotus flowers; kala-haritsa~ -ducking
swan; utsvana~-loudly sounding.

TRANSLATION

Lord

Kr~~a's

Entrance into Dvaraka

The white and fat-boweled conchshell, being gripped by the
hand of Lord Kr~.;ta and sounded by Him, appeared to be reddened
by the touch of His transcendental lips. It seemed that a white swan
was playing in the stems of red lotus flowers.

TEXT I
wr~

~ ~ ~ ~'l(l!§totqa;l"{~ I
~ a:m ~ f~ ~~m'~ II ~ II
suta uvaca
anartan sa upavrajya
svrddhari jana-padan svakan
dadhmau daravararit te$drit
vi$adam samayann iva
sutah uvaca - Suta Gosvlimi said; anartiin- the country known
as Ana~tiin (Dvaraka); sa~-He; upavrajya-reaching the border of;
svrddhan-most prosperous; jana-padan-city; svakan- His own;
dadhmau-sounded; daravaram-the auspicious conchshell (Paiicajanya); te$dm-of them; vi$adam-dejection; samayan-pacifying; iva-seemingly.
TRANSLATION
Siita Gosviimi said: Upon reaching the border of Hi~ most
prosperous metropolis, known as the country of the Anartas

PURPORT
The redness of the white conchshell due to the lip-touch of the Lord is
a symbol of spiritual significance. The Lord is all spirit, and matter is ignorance of this spiritual existence. Factually there is nothing like matter
in spiritual enlightenment, and this spiritual enlightenment takes place
at once by the contact of the Supreme Lord Sri ~~J!a. The Lord is present in every particle of all existence, and He can manifest His presence in
anyone. By ardent love and devotional service to the Lord, or in other
words by spiritual contact with the Lord, everything becomes spiritually
reddened like the conchshell in the grip of the Lord, and the
paramaharitsa, or the supremely intelligent person, plays the part of the
ducking swan in the water of spiritual bliss, eternally decorated by the
lotus flower of the Lord's feet.

TEXT3
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tam upa§rutya ninadarit
jagad-bhaya-bhayavaham

Lord ~glll's Entrance into Dvirakii

Text 6)
pratyudya~

prajd/:1 saroa
bhartr-dariaM-lalasa/:1

/am-that; upa.frutya-having overheard; ninadam-sound; jagatbhaya- the fear of material existence; bhaya-avaham-the threatening
principle; prati-towards; udyayu/;1-rapidly proceeded; praja{t-the
citizens; sarva!t-all; bhartr-the protector; darsana-audience;
la/asd/;1-having so desired.

TRANSLATION
The citizens of Dvirakii, having heard that sound which
threatens fear personified in the material world, began to run
towards Him fast, just to have a long desired audience with the
Lord, who is the protector of all devotees.

PURPORT
As already explained, the citizens of Ovaraka who lived at the time of
Lord Kr~l)a 's presence there were all liberated souls who descended there
along with the Lord as entourage. All were very anxious to have an
audience with the Lord, although because of spiritual contact they were
never separated from the Lord. Just as the goprs at V.rndavana used to
think of Kr~l)a while He was away from the village for cowherding
engagements, the citizens of Dviiraka were all immersed in thought of
the Lord while He was away from Dvaraka to attend the Battle of Kuruk~tra. Some distinguished fiction writer in Bengal concluded that the
Kr~Qa of Vrndiivana, that of Mathur;i and that of Oviiraka were different
personalities. Historically there is no truth in this conclusion. The Kr~l)a
of Kuruk~etra and the Kr!1Qa of Ovaraka are one and the same personality.
The citizens of Dvaraka were thus in a state of melancholy due to the
Lord's absence from the transcendental city, as much as we are put in a
state of melancholy at night because of the absence of the sun. The sound
heralded by Lord Kr~Qa was something like the heralding of the sunrise
in the morning. So all the citizens of Dvaraka awoke from a state of
slumber because of the sunrise ·of Kr~l)a, and they all hastened towards
Him just to have an audience. The devotees of the Lord know no one else
as protector.
This sound of the Lord is identical with the Lord, as we have tried to
explain by the nondual position of the Lord. The material existence of
our present status is full of fear. Out of the four problems of material existence, namely the food problem, the shelter problem, the fear problem
and the mating problem, the fear problem gives us more trouble than the
others. We are always fearful due to our ignorance of the next problem.
The whole material existence is full of problems, and thus the fear
problem is always prominent. This is due to our association with the illusory energy of the Lord, known as maya or external energy, yet all
fear is vanished as soon as there is the sound of the Lord, represented by
His holy name, as it was sounded by Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu in
the following sixteen words:
Hare K.r~~Ja, Hare Kr!1Qa, Kr~Qa Kr~l)a, Hare Hare
Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rima Rima, Hare Hare
We can take advantage of these sounds and be free from all threatening
problems of material existence.
TEXTS 4-5
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tatropanita-balayo
raver dipam ivadrta/:1
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dtmc'inimaril pilf7.1ll-kiimaril

nija-lc'ibhena nityadd
prily-utphulla-muklui{t proeur
har$a-gadgadaya gird
pitararil sarva-suhrdam
aviUiram ivarbhaka~
tatra-thereupon; upanita-having offered; ba/aya/;1-presentations; rave~-up to the sun; dipam-lamp; ioo- like; ddrtc'i~-heing
evaluated; c'itma-c'irc'imam-unto the self-sufficient; pun:ra-kamamfully satisfied; nija-labhena-by His own potencies; nitya-da-one who
supplies incessantly; priti-affection; utphulla-muklui~ -cheerful
face.s ; proeu/;1- said; har$a-gladdened; gadgadaya- ecstatic; girc'ispeeches; pitaram-unto the father; sarva-all; suhrdam-friends;
avitdram-the guardian; iva-like; arbhaka{t-wards.

TRANSLATION
The citizens arrived before the Lord with their respective presentations, offering them to the fully satisfied and self-sufficient
one, who, by His own potency, incessantly supplies others. These
presentations were like the offering of a lamp to the sun. Yet the
citizens began to speak in ecstatic language to receive the Lord,
just as wards welcome their guardian and father.

PURPORT
The Supreme Lord Kr~l)a is described herein as c'itmc'irama. He is selfsufficient, and there is no need for Him to _seek happiness from anything
beyond Himself. He is self-sufficient because His very transcendental existence is total bliss. He is eternally existent; He is all-cognizant and allblissful. Therefore, any presentation, however valuable it may be, is not
needed by Him. But still, because He is the well-wisher for one and all,
He accepts from everyone everything that is offered to Him in pure
devotional service. It is not that He is in want for such things, because
the things are themselves generated from His energy. The comparison is
made herein that making offerings to the Lord is something like offering
a lamp in the worship of the sun-god. Anything fiery and illuminating is
but an emanation of the energy of the sun, and yet to worship the sungod it is necessary to offer him a lamp. In the worship of the sun. there is
some sort of demand made by the worshiper, but in the case of devotional service to the Lord, there is no qu estion of demand from either
side. It is all a sign of pure love and affection between the Lord and the
devotee.
The Lord is the Supreme Father of all living beings, and therefore
those who are conscious of this vital relation with God can make filial
demands from the Father, and the Father is pleased to supply the
demands of such obedient sons without bargaining. The Lord is just like
the desire tree, and from Him everyone can have everything by the
causeless mercy of the Lord. As the Supreme Father, the Lord, however,
does not supply to a pure devotee what is considered to be a barrier to the
discharge of devotional service. Those who are engaged in the devotional
service of the Lord can rise to the position of unalloyed devotional service by His transcendental attraction.

TEXT6
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natcib-bowed down; sma-we had done so; te-unto You; no.tha-0
Lord; sadd-always; atighri-parikajam-the lotus feet; virincaBrahma, the first living being; vairiiicya-sons of Brahma like Sanaka
and Sanatana; sura-indra-the King of heaven; vanditam-worshiped
by; pardya(lam-the supreme; k,semam-welfare; iha-in this life;
icchatam-one who so desires; param-the highest; na- never;
yatra-wherein; kdla/t - inevitable time; prabhavet-can exer t its influence; para/1-transcendental; prabhub-the Supreme Lord.

TRANSLATION
The citizens said : 0 Lord, You are worshiped ' by aU demigods
like Brahmi, the four San::s and even the King of heaven. You are
the ultimate rest for those who are really aspiring to achieve the
highest benefit of life. You are the supreme transcenden tal Lord,
and inevitable time cannot exert its influence upon You.

PURPORT
The Supreme Lord is Sri i(r~I;~a, as confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii,
Brahma-sarilhita and other authorized Vedic literatures. No one is equal
to or greater than Him, and that is the verdict of all scriptures. The influence of time and space is exerted upon the dependent living entities,
who are all parts and parcels of the Supreme Lord. The living entities are
predominated Brahman, whereas the Supreme Lord is the predominating
Absolute. As soon as we forget this clear fact, we are at once in illusion,
and thus we are put into threefold miseries, as one is put into dense
darkness. The clear consciousness of the cogni1.ant living being is God
consciousness, in which one bows down unto Him in all circumstances.

TEXT7
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bharoya nas tvaril bhava viSw-bhiivana
tvam eva mal6.lha suhrt-pati/t pita
tvaril sad-gurur nab paramaril ca daivataril
yasyanuvrttyii krtino babhuvima
bhaviiya-£or welfare; nab-for us; tvam- Your Lordship; bhavajust become; viSva-bhiivana- the creator of the universe; tvam- Your
Lordship; eva-certainly; miild-mother; atha-as also; suhrt-wellwisher; pati/t-husband; pita-father; tvam- Your Lordship; satguru/t-spiritual master; na/t- our; paramam-the supreme; co-and;
daivatam-worshipable Deity; yasya-whose; anuvrttya - £ollowing in
the footsteps; krtina/t-successful; babhilvima-we have become.

TRANSLATION
0 creator of th e u niverse, You are our mother, well-wisher,
Lord, father, spiritual master and worshipable Deity. By following
in Your footsteps we have become successful in every respect. We
pray, therefore, that You con tinue to bless us with Your mercy.

PURPORT
The all-good Personality of Godhead, being the creator of the universe, also plans for the good of all good living beings. The good living
beings are advised by the Lord to follow His good advice, and by doing so
they become successful in all spheres of life. There is no need to worship
any deity but the Lord. The Lord is all-powerful, and if He is satisfied by
our obedience unto His lotus feet, He is competent to bestow upon us all
kinds of blessings for the success£ul execution of both our material and
spiritual lives. For attaining spiritual existence, the human form is a
chance for all to understand our eternal relation with God. Our relation
with Him is eternal; it can neither be broken nor vanquished. It may be

forgotten for the time being, but it can be revived also by the grace of the
Lord, if we follow His injunctions, which are revealed in the scriptures
of all times and all places.

TEXTS
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aho sanathii bhawtii sma yad vayaril
iraivi$Japiiniim api dura-dar5anam
prema-smita-snigdha-niri~aiJiinanaril

pa§yema ruparil lava sarw-saubhagam
aho-oh, it is our good luck; sa-ni.ithii/1-to be under the protection of
the master; bhavaUi- by Your good self; sma-as we have become; yat
vayam-as we are; traivi$!a-piinam-of the demigods; api-also;
dura-darianam-very rarely seen; prema-smita-smiling with love;
snigdha-affectionate; nirik,sa(la-anonam-£ace looking in that mode;
~ema-let us look; rllpam -beauty; tava- Your; safi)Cl-all;
saubhagam- auspieiousness.

TRANSLATION
Oh, it is our good luck that we have come again today under
Your protection by Your presence, for Your Lordship rarely visits
even the denizens of heaven. Now it is possible for us to look into
Your smiling face, which is full of affectionate glances. We can
now see Your transcendental form, full of all auspiciousness.

PURPORT
The Lord in His eternal personal form can be seen only by the pure
devotees. The Lord is never impersonal, but He is the Supreme Absolute
Personality of Godhead, possible to be visited by devotional service face
to face, which is impossible to be done even by tbe denizens of higher
planets. When Brahmaji and other demigods want to consult Lord Vi~Qu,
the plenary portion of Lord ~Qa, they have to wait on the shore of the
ocean of milk where Lord Vi~QU is lying on White Land (Svetadvipa).
This ocean of milk and the Svetadvipa planet are the replica of
VaikuQ~haloka within the universe. Neither Brahmaji nor the demigods
like lndra can enter into this island of Svetadvipa, but they can stand on
the shore of the ocean of milk and transmit their message to Lord Vi~I;~u,
known as ~irodaka8ayi Vi~QU. Therefore, the Lord is rarely seen by
them, but the inhabitants of Dvarakii, because of their being pure devotees without any tinge of the material contamination of fruitive activities
and empiric philosophical speculation, can see Him face to face by the
grace of the Lord. This is the original state of the living entities and can
be attained by reviving our natural and constitutional state of life, which
is discovered by devotional service on! y.

TEXT9

~~~m~

~~<mfW~ I
ffi~<hl~fu-14: aJUft l{~
~ ~ '1({NI~d II ~ II

yarhy ambujiik,sapasasara bho bhavcin
kurlln madhlln vatha suhrd-didrk,saya
tatriibda-kori-pratimab k,sa~ bhaved
raviril vinak,s{!Or iva nas tavacyuta
yarhi-whenever; ambuja-ak,sa-0 lotus-eyed one; apasasara- You
go away; bho- oh; bhavan- Yourself; kuriln - the descendants of King
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Lord ~1;1a's Entrance into Ovarakii

Text 12]

Kuru; madhan-the inhabitants of Mathura (Vrajabhiimi); m-either;
atha-therefore; suhrt-didrk$ayd-for meeting them; tatra-at that
time; abda-ko!i-millions of years; pratima~- like; lf.$a(Ul~-moments;
bhavet-becomes; ravim-the sun; vind-without; ak$t;W{l-of the
eyes; iva-like that; na{l-ours; tava- Your; acyula-0 infallible one.
TRANSLATION
0 lotus-eyed Lord, whenever You go away to Mathurii,
Vrndiivana or Hastiniipura to meet Your friends and relatives,
every moment of Your absence seems like a million years. 0 infallible one, at that time our eyes become useless, as if bereft of
sun.
PURPORT
We are all proud of our material senses for making experiments to
determine the existence of God. But we forget that our senses are not absolute by themselves. They can only act under certain conditions. For example, our eyes. As long as the sunshine is there, our eyes are useful to a
certain extent. But in the absence of sunshine, the eyes are useless. Lord
Sri ~$1)a, being the primeval Lord, the Supreme Truth, is compared to
the sun. Without Him all our knowledge is either false or partial. The op·
posite of the sun is the darkness, and similarly the opposite of ~~J;la is
mayd, or illusion. The devotees of the Lord can see everything in true
perspective due to the light disseminated by Lord l<{~l)a. By the grace of
the Lord the pure devotee cannot be in the darkness of ignorance.
Therefore, it is necessary that we must always be in the sight of Lord
Kr~Qa so that we can see both ourselves and the Lord with His different
energies. As we cannot see anything in the absence of the sun, so also we
cannot see anything including our own self, without the factual presence
of the Lord. Without Him all our knowledge is covered by illusion.

TEXT 10

~ ~ ;n1l ~ ~ SC~hCttcUf~.HJS61qi8)'tuf I
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katham vayaril natha ciro~ite tvayi
prasanna·d~!ayakhila-tiipa·s~~aril

jivema te sundara-hiisa-sobhitam
apa5yamdnii vadanaril manoharam
iti eodrrita vaeott
prajaniiril bhakta-vatsala{l
srovano 'nugraharil dr~!ayd
vitanvan prdviSaJ puram
katham-bow; vayam-we; natha- 0 Lord; cir<J$ile-being abroad
almost always; tvayi-by You; prasanna- satisfaction; dmaya-by the
glance; akhila-universal; tapa-miseries; SO$a(Ulrn-vanquisbing;
jivema-shall be able to live; te- Your; sundara-beautiful; hiisaapa§yamanti[t-without seeing;
smiling; sobhitam-decorated;
ca- and;
iti-thus;
manohamm- attractive;
vadanam-face;
udrrita~-speaking; vaca{l-words; prajiiniim- of the citizens: bhaktato the devotees; sr~vana{l-thus learning;
vatsala~-kind
anugraham-kindness; dmayd-by glances; vitanvan-distributing;
prdviSat-entered; puram-Ovarakapuri.
TRANSLATION
0 master , if You live abroad all the time, then we cannot look at
Your attractive face, whose smiles vanquish all our sufferings. How
can we exist without Your presence?
Upon hearing their speeches, the Lord, who is very kind to the
citizens and the devotees, entered the city of Ovarakii and

acknowledged all their greetings by casting His transcendental
glance over them.
PURPORT
Lord ~91:1a's attraction is so powerful that once being attracted by
Him one cannot tolerate separation from Him. Why is this so? Because
we are all eternally related with Him as the sun rays are eternally related
with the sun disc. The sun rays are molecular parts of the solar radiation.
Thus the sun rays and the sun cannot be separated. The separation by the
cloud is temporary and artificial, and as soon as the cloud is cleared, the
sun rays again display their natural effulgence in the presence of the
sun. Similarly, the living entities, who arc molecular parts of the whole
spirit, are separated from the Lord by the artificial covering of mayd, illusory energy. This illusory energy, or the curtain of mayd, has to be
removed, and when it is so done, the living entity can see the Lord face to
face, and all his miseries are at once removed. Every one of us wan ts to
remove the miseries of life, but we do not know how to do it. The solution is given here, and it rests on us to assimilate it or not.
TEXT 11
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madhu-bhoja-daSdrhdrhakukuriindhaka-v~(tibhi{l

dtma-tulya-balair guptdril
no.gair bhogavatim iva
madhu-Madhu; bhoja-Bhoja; dn.Sarha-Da5iirha; arha-Arha;
kukura-Kukura; andhaka - Andhaka; v~~ibhi[t-by the descendants
of Yt~J;li; atma-tulya-as good as Himself; balai{l- by strength;
gupttim- protected; ruigai~ -by the Nagas; bhogavatim-the capital of
Nagaloka; iva-like.
TRANSLATION
As Bhogavati, the capital of Nagaloka, is protected by the Nagas,
so was Ovaraka protected by the descendants of V~~l;li-Bhoja,
1\tadhu, Da.Sarha, Arha, Kukura, Andhaka, etc.-who were as
strong as Lord ~~;Ja.
PURPORT
The Nagaloka planet is situated below the earth planet, and it is
understood that the sun rays are hampered there. The darkness of the
planet is, however, removed by the flashes of the jewels set on the heads
of the Nagas (celestial serpents), and it is said that there are beautiful
gardens, rivulets, etc., for the enjoyment of the Nagas. It is understood
here also that the place is well protected by the inhabitants. So also the
city of Ovaraka was. well protected by the descendants of Vr~Qi, who
were as powerful as the Lord, insofar as He manifested His strength
upon this earth.
TEXT 12

~~q:l
i3Qi;(tq<(Ofl(la.f<Wilitfl(~ II~ ~II
sarvartu-sarva-vibhava·
pu(tya-vrk$a-latasramai~

udyanopavaruiramair
vrta-padmakara-sriyam
saroa- all; rtu-seasons; saroa-all; vibhava-opulences; pul).yapious; vr~ -trees; laid-creepers; dSranu;ri~-with hermitages;
udyiina- orchards; upavana - Bower gardens; drdmai~-pleasure gar·
dens and beautiful parks; vrta-surrounded by; padma-akara-the

(Canto 1 , Ch. l l, Text 14)

Srimad-Bhigavatam
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birthplaces of lotuses or nice reservoirs of water; sriyam- increasing the
beauty.

TRANSLATION
The city of Dvirakiipuri was filled with the opulences of all
seasons. There were hermitages, or chards, flower gardens, parks
and reservoirs of water breeding lotus flowers all over.

PURPORT
Perfection of human civilization is made possible by utilizing the gifts
of nature in their own way. As we find herewith in the description of its
opulence, Dvaraka was surrounded by flower gardens and fruit orchards
along with reservoirs of water and growing lotuses. There is no mention
of mills and factories supported by slaughterhouses, which are the
necessary paraphernalia of the modern metropolis. The propensity to
utilize nature's own gifts is still there, even in the heart of modern
civilized man. The leaders of modern civilization select their own residential quarters in a place where there are such naturally beautiful gardens and reservoirs of water, but they leave the common men to reside in
congested areas without parks and gardens. Herein of course we find a
different description of the city of Dvaraka. It is understood that the
whole dluima, or residential quarter, was surrounded by such gardens
and parks with reservoirs of water where lotuses grew. It is understood
that all the people depended on nature's gifts of fruits and flowers without industrial enterprises promoting filthy huts and slums for residential
quarters. Advancement of civilization is estimated not on the growth of
mills and factories to deteriorate the finer instincts of the human being,
but on developing the potent spiritual instincts of human beings and giving them a chance to go back to Godhead. Development of factories and
mills is called ugra-karma, or pungent activities, and such activities
deteriorate the finer sentiments of the human being and society to form a
dungeon of demons.
We find herein the mention of pious trees which produce seasonal
flowers and fruits. The impious trees are useless jungles only, and they
can only be used to supply fuels. In the modern civilization such impious
trees ar e planted on the sides of roads. Human energy should be properly
utilized in developing the finer senses for spiritual understanding, in
which lies the solution of life. Fruits, flowers, beautiful gardens, parks
and reservoirs of water with ducks and swans playing in the midst of
lotus flowers, and cows giving sufficient milk and butter are essential for
developing the finer tissues of the human body. As against this, the
dungeons of mines, factories and workshops develop demoniac propensities in the working class. The vested interests flourish at the cost of the
working class, and consequently there are severe clashes between them
in so many ways. The description of Dvaraka-dhama is the ideal of
human civilization.

TRANSLATION
The city gateway, the household doors and festooned arches
along the roads were all nicely decorated with festive signs like
plantain trees and mango leaves, all to welcome the Lord. Flags,
garlands and painted signs and slogans all combined to shade the
sunshine.

PURPORT
Signs of decoration in special festivals were also collected from the
gifts of nature, such as the plantain trees, the mango trees, fruits and
flowers. Mango trees, coconut palms and plantain trees are still accepted
as auspicious signs. The flags mentioned above were all painted with the
picture of either GaruQa or Hanuman, the two great servitors of the
Lord. For devotees, such paintings and decorations are still adored, and
the servitor of the master is paid more respects for the satisfaction of the
Lord.
TEXT 14

Q¥tti~Miiiqifit~~~qow"4~<1'( 1
ftfflit ~~ ~611~: 11~\/11
sammiirjita-malui-miirgarathyapar_w.ka-catvariim
siktam gandlw.-jala.ir uptiiril
piUJ.Ia.-p~piik$atarikurai~

malui-miirga - highways;
cleansed;
sammiiljita-thoroughly
and subways; iipar.z,o.ka- shopping marketplaces;
catvaram-public meeting places; siktam- moistened with; gandluljalai~-scented water; uptam-was strewn with; piUJ.Ia- fruits;
p~pa-flowers; ak,sata-unbroken; ankurai~-seeds.

rathya -lanes

TRANSLATION
The highways, subways, lanes, markets and public meeting
places were all thoroughly cleansed and then moistened with
scented water. And to welcome the Lord, fruits, flowers and
unbroken seeds were strewn everywhere.

(colltinued in next issue)

Vai~~ava Calendar
Kf$r;\A conscious devo1ccs follow a spiritual calendar that divides the yea1into
twclv~ months, each natrled fOf .1 different form of Kr~f)a. The year is full ot

Krf~ conscious festivals. and some of the upcoming one~> are listed here. The

TEXT 13

ta'titd<t~d\(On'( 1
·a~l•<•uii~
f~i(ii'4i:il4al'411aw: S~Rt&aia41'( ~~~~~~
gopura-dvara-miirg~u

de""'""' at the ISI:CON cent•• nea«:SI you w.ll gladly tell you about the
IT'ICanlng of these fenivl)ls.

Year 491. cait.inya Era
V~tt,..v• month of Tnvikrmw (May 4-June 1, 1977)

May 13 (rnvtkl..,.. IQ

Ml.y 14 ( Tri~'l'ktama 11)

May 28 (Tnvrktilma2Sl

o.s.pp.••.,.., of~

Ap>t~l <fostina

Ekadai.Tbreak-fast a.iw

Dala-hata <So CohgJ-

IUm.1nan<b R.ly..

homgr.,nundb<onsl.

7 •46 A.M and beiore
9-:-21 AM
Appeann<e of~

pO)V.

Moy 8 (Tt<vtk,.,. Sl

krta-kautuka-tora(Uim
citra-dhvaja-patakograir
anta~ pratihatd-tapdm
gopura-the gateway of the city; doora-door; miirg~u -on different roads; krta-undertaken; kautuka - broluse of the festival;
tora(Uim-decorated arch; citra-painted; dhvaja-f1ags; patdkiiagrailt- by the foremost signs; anta~-within; pratihata- cheeked;
tapdm-sunshine.

V{JlCUvana <lisa

B.llodeva
Vdy~

~

May 31

~....,.,eol$.1
~taGosv~ml

( Tnwkr.~mo~ 2Bl

Miy 29 ( TttvtkrMn• 2Q

MoyJO <Tnwk~11l

P~vaNo4ala~l.

Oc.lda!l brealc·fostafter
sunrise and before 9 •17

$dU Raghun.\tna das.t

AM

Cosvlrnl at PJJ:uhAii

Oar;w;ta~mahots.av.t of

june 1 CTrivilcr.Jm• 2g

S<>w·yatra o/ Lo•d
Jag..Wth.l.
full moon..

OtSappeara.nce of Stda
,\Wkunda Oatta and ~a
Stldhara Pa~~ita.

A look at the worldwide activities of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness.

''Deprogramming" Smashed in NY Court

Adi-Kesava Swami chants Hare Krsna at a
festival in Gainesville, Florida.
·· ·

Scholars Shed Light On
"Cult" Controversy
An increasing number of academicians are taking strong objection to the
accusation of a few self- proclaimed
"deprogrammers" that the Hare Kr~I:~a
movement is a type of "brainwashing
cult." Protesting the charge that Kr~Qa
consciousness robs an individual of his
freedom of thought, dozens of members
of the New England Psychological
Association recently signed a petition
decrying "the use of colloquial terms
[like 'brainwashing' or 'mind control']
as legal weapons against a legitimate
religious minority." And in St. Louis, at
a joint convention of the American
Academy of Religion, the Society of
Biblical Literature, and the American
School of Oriental Literature, over two
hundred scholars declared the Hare
Kr~Qa movement to be a bona fide spiritual organization in the Indian tradition.
Indeed, scholars all over the world have
expressed their deep appreciation of
ISKCON's work , particularly the
publication of many volumes of classic
Vedic texts in English, French, German,
Spanish, and other languages.
One of ISKCON's most outspoken
supporters has been Dr. Joseph T .

The Kr~Qa consciousness movement
has defeated a highly publicized challenge to the authority and value of its
spiritual teachings. On March 17, New
York State Supreme Court Justice John
J. Leahy threw out indictments charging
two leaders of the Society's New York
chapter with attempted extortion and illegal imprisonment of members through
"brainwashing."
Last October, Queens District Attorney Michael Schwed had raised many
eyebrows-and spurred scholars, lawyers, Hindus, devotees, and many others
to protest-when he jailed Trai dasa and
Adi-Kesava Swami on the "brainwashing" and extortion charges. At that time
Schwed had spoken of the Kr$Qa consciousness movement as a " frightening
group that uses mind control to create an
army of zombies, or robots, who could
undermine the government and law enforcement."
But the District Attorney fled the
courtroom in embarrassment on March
17 when Justice Leahy handed down his
decision. "The entire and basic issue
before this court," said the judge, "is
whether or not the two alleged victims in
this case [Merylee Kreshower and Edward Shapiro] and the defendants will be
allowed to practice the religion of their
choice-and this must be answered with
a resounding affirmative.
"The Hare Kr~Qa religion is a bona
fide religion, with roots in India that go
back thousands of years. It behooved
Merylee Kreshower and Edward Shapiro
to follow the tenets of that faith , and
their inalienable right to do so will O"Ot be
trammeled upon... . The presentment
and indictment by the grand jury was in
direct and blatant violation of the defendants' constitutional rights.

"It appears to the court that the people
rest their case on an erroneous minor
premise to arrive at a fallacious conclusion. The record is completely devoid of
one specific allegation of a misrepresentation or an act of deception on the part
of any defendant."
Justice Leahy stressed that his decision was a "dire caveat to prosecutional
agencies throughout the length and
breadth of the land." Citing the constitutional guarantee of freedom of religion,
he said:
''The freedom to practice a religion is
not to be abridged because the religion is
unconventional in its beliefs and practices or because it is approved or disapproved by the mainstream of society or
more conventional religions. Without
this proliferation and freedom to follow
the dictates of one's own conscience in
one's search for and approach to God,
the freedom of religion will be a
meaningless right as provided for in the
Constitution.
"Any attempt, be it circuitous, direct,
well-intentioned or not, presents a clear
and present danger to this most fundamental, basic and eternally needed right
of all American citizens-freedom of
religion."
His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta
Swami Prabhupada has commented in
this connection that ·"by false propaganda you cannot suppress the truth."
Certainly those interested in God consciousness may have to tolerate criticism, or even persecution, for that is the
way of history. But we are sure that in
due course of time all sincere, intelligent
persons will appreciate Srila Prabhupada 's great benediction to humanity:
devotional service to the Lord, Sri

O'Connell, Assistant Professor of Religious Studies at St. Michael's College
and Assistant Director of the Center for
Religious Studies at the University of
Toronto. He recently wrote as follows:
"The Hare Kf$1).a movement is but
the most recent phase of an ancient tradition of religious piety known in Inaia
as Yaislinavism. The devotees in the
Hare Kr~Da temples Jive a full and active
life of study, prayer, singing, and day-to-

day management of the temple's activities. Many are also active in a variety
of more practical tasks, such as the
publishing and sale of books, the manufacture of incense, the operation of
vegetarian restaurants, and the launching of a small dance-drama company. All
observe abstention from meat, intoxicants, and drugs. Only between married
couples is sexual union permitted. ln my
judgement, it is indeed fortunate for

Kr~I:~a.
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Dr. Joseph O'Connell, religion professor at
the University of Toronto, listens to arguments on the subject of "deprogramming."

these individuals and for the society in
which they live that there has been
available this outwardly exotic but inwardly authentic and well-rounded way

of religious communal life.
"Accordingly, it is deeply disturbing
to me to find young men and women
who are finding personal religious authenticity in the Hare Kr~t:ta movement
being subjected to gross misrepresentation, kidnapping, and other harassment
of their personal integrity and religious
convictions. I can well appreciate that
many parents are baffled and disappointed to find their children alienated
from their former way of life. To such
parents I would say, ' Please try to be
calm and talk with persons who have
some understanding of young adults and
of the new communities into which they
have gone. But please, do not be misled
by the professional "deprogrammers."
They are engaged in a parasitic business
that feeds upon fear and misunderstanding and uses illegal and brutal means.
Whatever may be the mixture of misguided zeal and pecuniary interest
motivating the "deprogrammers," what
they are doing is wrong and should be
stopped.'·-

Thousands Attend ISKCON Festival in Bengal
Each spring hundreds of ISKCON
devotees from all corners of the world
assemble in the sacred Indian villages of
Mayapur and Yrndavana for a joyous
celebration. The occasion is the anniversary of the appearance of Lord Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu, the incarnation
of Lord Kr~t:ta who inaugurated the Hare
Kr~t:ta movement some five hundred
years ago.
This year more than four hundred
devotees undertook the pilgrimage. For
many it meant over twenty-five straight
hours of travel by chartered 747 jet.
After the night from New York City
landed in Calcutta, the devotees boarded
buses for the short ride to ISKCON temple grounds in Mayapur, on the bank of
the Ganges in West Bengal. Finally, the
weary but joyful pilgrims settled into
newly-built quarters just a few minutes'
walk from Lord Caitanya 's birthplace.
Each day of the two-week Miiyapur
festival was packed with a variety of
Kr~t:ta-conscious activities. The devotees
toured local holy spots, attended classes
on bhakti-yoga, and saw the Yaikut:ttha
Players of New York perform dance and
drama from the Ramaya!la and the
Mahabharata, traditional Indian histories. The highlight of the program was
the evening lectures on Kr~t:ta-conscious
culture given by His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida,
founder-acdrya of ISKCON, and prominent Indian citizens like M. Bannerjee,
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Minister of Education for West Bengal.
And, of course, prasdda (spiritual food)
was freely distributed, both to the devotees and to the hundreds of thousands of
Indian guests who visited the center during the festival. The climax was a tencourse feast for ten thousand on the fullmoon night of Lord Caitanya 's appearance.
From Maya pur, the devotees traveled
750 miles to Vrndavana, the rural village
ninety miles south of Delhi where Lord
Kr~Qa displayed His childhood pastimes
five thousand years ago. The Yrndavana
festival featured daily workshops in such
arts as Deity worship and Vedic cooking.
And in nearby Mathurii, the actual
birthplace of Lord Kr$t:ta, the devotees
put on a lavish exhibition of chanting,
lectures, plays, and ISKCON art and
books-as well as prasdda distribution to
thousands.

Chief Justice Praises Book
That "Breathes Devotion on
Every Page"
Dr. P.B. Mukharji, the eminent former Chief Justice of the province of
West Bengal, India, recently expressed
his great delight with the Sri Caitanyacaritiimrta (The Character of the Living
Force in Immortality), by His Divine

Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupiida:
"I was delighted to read Sri Caitanyacaritamrta, by His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida,
founder-acarya of the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness. It is
an account of the life of Lord Caitanya,
the central themes of whose life were
love for God, love for humanity, and
love for the entire creation. This book
breathes divinity and devotion on every
page, and it brings an eternal message
for the temporal world.
" Althou~h He lived five hundred
years ago, Sri Kr~t:ta Caitanya is relevant
to every aspect of modern life. Intellectually, He was the most supreme and
superb scholar, learned in all the scriptures and an adept in all the yogic disciplines. Philosophically, His profoundly
penetrating intellect cut through all the
cobwebs of human thinking and pointed
to the sure and final goal. In religion He
is relevant today because He was cosmopolitan and universal, and socially He
is relevant today because for Him there
was no division, no difference, no castes,
no priests, and no sects. In fact, all
wealth, privilege, birth, and even tradition lost all validity before Him. From
that point of view He was a great revolutionary. But His revolution did not hurt
or defeat; it transformed human nature.
Politicallly He is relevant today because
He showed the way to passive resistance
against evil.
"This book, with the commentaries, is
an intellectual, cultural, and spiritual
landmark in the world. It is a book which
should be in the library of every reader
who values the essential glories of
human life and the ultimate destiny of
the universe."

We Want to Hear from You
Tell us what you like, and what you don 'tlike,
about BACK TO GODHEAD magazine. We'll
print as many leuers as we can. Here's our address:
The Editors
BACK TO GODHEAD magazine
3764 Watseka Ave.
Los Angeles, California 90034

Srtla Prabhupada Speaks Out
On'' Brainwashing"
Last October a Queens, New York,
grand jury leveled charges of extortion
and "imprisonment through brainwashing" against New York ISKCON Temple
President Adi-Kesava Swami. In midFebruary of this year, one month before
State Supreme Court Justice John J.
Leahy threw the case out of court, AdiKesava traveled to ISKCON's temple in
Mayapur, India, to take advice from his
spiritual master, His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. The
following excerpts from their conversations on the subject of "brainwashing"
are reproduced from the journal of Srila
Prabhupada 's secretary.
February 17, 1977: Srila Prabhupada
said, "The whole world is under a misconception, and we are giving them
knowledge. And yet they say we are
brainwashing. People in general do not
know that the body is valuable only as
long as the soul is there. Therefore, their
brain is rubbish and must be washed, or
human civilization is lost."
Later Srila Prabhupiida gave this argument "We are not brainwashing, but
brain-giving. Where is your brain? You
must first have a brain; then we can talk
of washing it. You don't know who you
are. Take a dead man and a living manwhat is the difference? Because you do
not know, you have no brain, and
therefore you misunderstand. We can
give evidence in court from the
Bhagavad-gita to show this. We can
prove that you have no brain. You are
like the cats and dogs, even if you pose
as a philosopher. For centuries this information has been missing: tatha dehtintara prapti/:1, 'The soul is changing, one
body after another.' A person who has a
brain will understand this .simple logic.
The body is changing from childhood to
youth. When the important thing, the
soul, is missing, it is a dead body. Where
is your brain to understand it? Arjuna
was chastised for this by Kmta, who
said, 'You have no brain, and you are
lamenting about the body.' They don't
know the real thing, despite their big
talk. They say life is a combination of
chemicals; but then mix them and let life
come. You can't do it. You are cheating
people. You have no brain at all."
Adi-Kesava Swami (playing the part of
an opponent): "But I have a brain;

therefore, I am able to talk with you."
Srila Prabhupada: What is the difference between that talking and the barking of a dog? A dog is alert to someone
coming from a distance, even more than
a man. Your talking is not proof of a
brain.
Adi-Kesava Swami: "But we have art
and science."
Srila Prabhupada: Whatever you have,
you cannot answer the ultimate question. Within the body is the real power.
Because he is there, the body is changing. The body is like a dress. You should
quote the Bhagavad-gitii.
Adi-Kesava Swami: Another complaint is that they say we make a person
lose his identity by brainwashing him.
Srila Prabhupada: But who are they?
They do not know who they are. They
are identifying the self with the body.
That is brainwashing.
Adi-Kesava Swami: Well, they may say
that "all this discussion of the soul is
beyond our knowledge."
Srila Prabhupiida: "It is beyond our
knowledge" means you can't understand.
February 19, 1977: This morning Srlla
Prabhupiida called for all the sannyasis
[fully renounced preachers of Kr~l).a consciousness]. ·"Be convinced of this," he
said. " I am saying that everyone in the
world has no brain, and we only are
brain-giving. Why do I say this? Because
I challenge the world's scientists and
great thinkers: 'You just produce a
machine like the body.' But they cannot.
This machine is produced by God. Ac-

tually, God Himself does not make this
machine. His servant, the material energy, makes the machine. Just see His
intelligence. 'The Supreme Lord is
seated in everyone's heart,' says the
Bhagavad-gita. I am an ordinary man,
and yet I can get things done-not
directly, but by asking my disciples. So
why can't God do this? The machine of
the body is made by His material nature.
How is it made? They don't know. If I
challenge them to produce such a
machine, they cannot. How this machine
is being made by maya, or the material
energy, we shall give them the brain to
know. We should not be dull and simply
accept whatever the scientists say, by
·noting, ' Yes, you are right.' No. At every
step we must say, 'You are wrong. You
have no brain.'"
Adi-Kesava Swami: Well, they say they
have actually created a machine which is
more complex than a man.
Srila Prabhupada: But that machine is
worked by another man. And who made
that man? They cannot even understand
God's material nature, what to speak of
the Supreme.
Adi-Kesava Swami: When we argue
like this, they just change the subject.
Srila Prabhupada: Why do you let
them? Capture them.
Adi-Kesava Swami: Well, they will say,
"You are talking of religion.... "
Srila Prabhupada: We are not talking
of religion! You don't know religion. We
are talking of machines. An animal has
no religion. Later we can talk of that.
Now talk of machines. Religion is far
away from you. And even if you could
manufacture one living machine, . these
machines are now being created in such
numbers that you are trying to stop their
creation by abortion. So, so many are
already being produced by nature. If you
can create one, what will be your credit?
Adi-Kesava Swami: They will say,
"We will make a better machine than
God has made."
Srila Prabhupada: Oh. You cannot capture a garter snake, and now you are saying you will catch a cobra.
Adi-Kesava Swami: "Well, you can't
make a brain either."
Srila Prabhupada: We don't say that
we have a great brain. We are a servant.
Our Master will show the brain. But you
are a godless rascal. You have the onus
of proof on you.
0
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Chanting the Hare Kr~J.la maha-mantra gives us strength for our
life on the devotional road. Right : chanting softly, with our chanting beads in "bead bags," we're taking a morning walk through the
lovely landscape of France's Massif Central region. Above: of
course, throughout the day we like to chant melodiously, too. In
this picture we're also offering food, incense, flowers, and other
things in a celebration called arati, a welcoming of the Lord. Our
altar, in the back of the van, has pictures of our s piritual master
and of Lord Kf~J.la Caitanya, who predicted, " In every town and
village My name will be chanted." Far right: on a Sunday morning
we're heading for Geneva to make good the Lord's prediction.
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A Report from France

Spreading the
Holy Life Around
Now that they've seen everything from bad priests to
bogey yogis, the French are more than a little embittered.
But when they see people living the authentic life of
devotion to God, they feel enlivened.

Text and Photos by Yogesvara dasa

B

Y 6:00 P.M. on a chilly September
day, rural France has already
slipped into darkness. Passing
swiftly through villages and towns in our
Citroen van, we look out at row upon
row of churches silhouetted against the
moonlit evening sky -flimsy bastions
against the forces of evil. We ride quickly
down cobblestone streets, past small
shops where old ladies in long black
dresses weave precious dentelles for
altars and parlors. The typical smell
of French bread and cheese pervades
the air.
For a few weeks I have put aside my
work of translati ng Kr~Qa-conscious
books into French and joined the devotees in the field for book distribution. It
has been three years since I went on traveling sankirtana, * but I seem to be
making the adjustment well. We are five

in the van and the hardy mood of spiritual pioneering predominates. There is a
distinct sense of mission , devoid of false
prestige. Sri Caitanya Mahapiabhu , the
munificent incarnation of Lord Kr~I)a
who appeared in Bengal, India, five
hundred years ago, once predicted, " In
every town and village My name will be
chanted." Now, as we travel to the
remotest corners of France to distribute
the books of His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, I am
seeing the fulfillment of that prophecy.
The other devotees in our party
(Pitavasa, Jagadvasi, Sahasramurdhan,
and Prasannatma) are enthusiastic to interest the French people in the life of
Kn>I)a consciousness. And the French
are a receptive audience. Every month
more than forty thousand French BACK
TO GODIIEADs circulate in France and

French-speaking Switzerland. The
French edition of the Bhagavad-gitii As It
Is ( La Bhagavad-gitii Telle Qu'EIIe Est)
has already sold out two printings of
twenty-five thousand copies in one year.
In addition, despite recent controversy
over the tactics and political ambitions of
certain pseudoreligious sects in France,
the Kr~Qa consciousness movement has
emerged with a unique reputation for integrity and authenticity.
On the road, our party's daily routine
is rigorous. Up at 4:00A.M., we are more
often than not parked in an open field,
by a running stream if possible. We
shower from jerry cans of fresh water,
dress by candlelight. The resilience of
sarikirtana devotees comes from a combination of youthful exuberance and a
strong faith in the potency of Caitanya
Mahiiprabhu's mission. Simply by giving
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out books and magazines on the science
of bhakti-yoga, the devotees are helping
people all over the world lend spiritual
strength to their lives. Unlike communism, which is also popular among French
youth, Caitanya Mahiiprabhu's movement accomplishes with a few regulative
principles and the chanting of the holy
names what no political or social revolution could do: it cleanses the heart of
lust, anger, and greed, and plants the
seed of love of God.
Often the devotees speak with priests
in charge of particularly historic cathedrals, but these structures are mere vestiges of a Church once awesome in i ts
political power and wealth. Today the
youth of France are openly hostile to
religion or anything reminiscent of
Divine Right, because Church leaders
h,ave failed both to present God consciousness on a platform of intelligent
dialogu e and to practice what they
preach. Thus, spiritualism in contemporary France has atrophied for lack of substance. The pages of Marxist-Leninist
publications ("Bibles" for a large section
,

..

.......,

of French youth) are best read between
the lines. They reveal a bitterness toward
Christian dogma and the threat of damnation, and a defiant affirmation of
man's absolute independence, without
need of any God to help him. This hubris
finds its expression in popular French
songs , such as "Ni Dieu Ni Maftre"
("No God, No Master").
On the other hand, the majority of
French people, both young and old, have
had a Catholic training early in life.
There are relatively few political activists
outside hot spots like Paris and M arseilles, and despite the prominence of
communist sentiment (the President
defeated his communist-supported opponent by less than one percentage point
in the last national election), interest in
Kr~~Ja consciousness is strong. Two
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years ago over twenty-five hund red
people turned out to hear Srila Prabhupada lecture at the Salle Pleyel in Paris;
every Sunday 150 to 200 guests attend
the festival at the Paris temple; and
every week hundreds of letters stream
into our New M ayapur farm in central
France, requesting information, books,
and membership.
So, with full faith in the impact our
preaching is having in France, we are
now traveling from town to town and introducing hundreds of people to Kr~!Ja
consciousness each day. A typical encounter might go like this:
" Bonjour, we are from the Kr~!Ja
movement. We have an album of traditional Indian songs [recorded by the
Paris temple music group, "Vrindavan"] and books on the philosophy of

Vedic culture. People make donations
for our publications, and the money goes
to maintain our pr ograms in France. We
have a farm near Valencay and a school
for children."
After some discussion people often
ask, "Do you work?"
"Oh yes, not only do we work the land
on our farm , but many of us work outside the community as well. The President of our assoc iation , Monsieur
Dilhaire, is a professional architect. In
addition, apart from our own studies, we
have lecture programs at the high
schools and universities, a publications
bureau that produces French translations of ancient Sanskrit texts... "
On rare occasions, someone in a shop
or office will ask, " What is your philosophy?" This is an opportunity for us to

Left and below: often people ask us
why the food we serve at our feasts always seems so extr-aordinary. "We're
vegetarian, too," some of them say, "so
what's your secret?" "The main
thing," we tell them, "is that you cook
just to please Kp~l).a and then offe~
everything to Him by chanting Hare
Kf~Qa" (as in the picture at left). "The
Lord tastes the food first-He tastes
your devotion-and He becomes present in the food. That's why we call it
prasada, 'Kr~IJ.a's mercy.'"

Far left: "Preaching," Srlla Prabhupada says, "is the essence of this Kf~J.Ia
consciousness movement." Next right:
"Purity," he also says, "is the force."
So at 4 A.M. we wake, shower, offer
arati, and chant Hare Kr~Qa on our
beads (as here). Then we discuss
Bhagavad-gita and SrimadBhagavatam-the books we'll be handing out all day: "Books are the basis."
Left: in places like Firminy, we may
walk for half an hour between houses.
Still, "Utility is the principle": these
people want to hear about Kr~Qa.

explain how the living being is not the
· material body but an eternal spirit soul,
how each spirit soul is part and parcel of
God, how Kr~Qa is the name of God
given in the Vedic scriptures, how He is
the cause of all causes, and how He can
be known by serving Him with devotion
under the guidance of a bona fide spiritual master.
As we talk with people, two topics appear foremost in their minds: the failing
economy and the incompetence of
organized religion to offer any viable
solutions. Having so often had their confidence betrayed and their hopes for
miracles shattered, people have become
disillusioned with religion or anything
related to it. In addition, outsiders masquerading as spiritual mentors have encouraged cynicism by creating an aura of
politics and money around the search for
truth. And rumors of nefarious tactics
("mind control," "brainwashing" )
have simply added fuel to the fire. Still,
people are anxious to voice their concern
to us.
Regarding the miserable economy,
one merchant in the Massif Central
remarks, "What's happening today
reminds me exactly of the conditions
preceding World War II. Things are
going down so fast, I expect a revolution
of some kind. "
"So what to do?" I ask.
"I thought you were the ones with all
the answers . Maybe one day I'll join your
movement. One never knows. What do I
have to do-shave my head? "
The combination of his friendly derision and frank helplessness strikes me as
ironic, and many others echo his sentiments. Here are people who have seen
Nazi occupation. They have known
fanaticism. So naturally they are extremely cautious when approached by
someone presenting an unfamiliar philosophy. Nonetheless, their desire to
know an alternative to the present difficult conditions is unmistakably real.
Thus, despite their reluctance and
doubts, these people of rural France
commonly establish a unique rapport
with the devotees, as if the devotees
were gradually replacing the village
chaplains in their role of confidante and
spiritual advisor. But suddenly the
"chaplain" is no longer an agent of eccles iastical manipulation ("Mr. Dupuy,
we didn't see you in Mass last Sunday" ),
but a student of spiritual science, qualified to answer questions on practical
spiritual life.
"No, you don't have to shave your
head," I reply. "You can ke.e p your
usual dress. The only necessity is to read
the Bhagavad-gita regularly, offer your
food in devotion to Lord Kr~Qa, and not
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do anything to hinder your spiritual
progress. We are having a conference
next month at the Saint ftienne Cultural
Center. Why don't you come? We're
going to show slides of our farm community and discuss programs for this
part of the country."
"Perhaps," replies the merchant, ;'if I
have the time. Not much time for anything these days. Business is so bad. But
you're very nice. Here's a donation for
your farm, and sure, I'll read your
magazine ."
As I leave his shop, I can see several
people in the street with Bhagavad-giuis
under their arms. (They obviously have
met my Godbrothers down the street.)
By the end of the week, people are stopping us to ask for another book or record
for a friend or relative.
Pitavasa remarks later in the van,
"They're really interested. In one shop l
met the head librarian and showed her
the Srimad-Bhiigavatam. She said, ' Oh,
un autre petit bijou! [Oh, another little
gem!]' and gave me seventy francs. She
has all the other French editions of SrTla
Prabhupada's books, from the time devotees were here last year."
Jagadvasi recalls an even ing we spent
with some interested people from
Firminy. " There were about a dozen
people. They had heard about the meeting from the lady who owns the health
food shop. So when we arrived, cars
were parked all up and down the road.
We prepared a feast of pakoras, samosas,
subji, lassi, and sweet rice** and offered it
to Kr~9a with kirtana, and we talked with
everyone during the feast. They appreciated that we offered our food to God.
They were already interested in yoga, so
they had a lot of questions about different spiritual masters, exercises, and
so on."
"What do you tell people," asks
Sahasramurdhan , "when they want to
know our opinion of such-and-such
swami or guru?"
"I cite those verses from the
Bhagavad-gitii:
imam vivasvate yogam
proktaviin aham avyayam
vivasviin manave priiha
manur ik~viikave 'bravit
evam paramparii-priiptam

A real spiritual master is coming in
disciplic succession from the Lord;
therefore, whatever he presents is
authentic spiritual knowledge. And it can
be verified by reference to scripture.
Also, he must practice the teachings of
scripture in his own life."
"But they always say, 'Yes, so-and-so
was the disciple of so-and-so, and he was
always in trance.' "
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"Then I would explain that yo u mu;;t
judge a guru by the results of his teachings. If his teachings are authentic, then
his followers will develop love of God.
And the proof will be that they obey the
orders of God, such as 'Thou shalt not
kill.' And there are other indications of
a true spiritual master given in the scriptures. One is that he never claims to be
God, but rather the humble servant of
God, and he petitions people to become
God's devotees."
"But then they argue. . .. "
"If they are looking to argue, then
what can you do?" interjects Sahasramurdhan. "If they are sincerely interested, they will be sensitive to what is
real and what is bogus. But if they are
just trying to haggle with us, how do yo u
expect them to understand? The best
reply I have heard was the one Srila
Prabhupada gave the Theosophists who

came to see him in Geneva. He said that
'only one who is in knowledge of Kr~1)a
can speak a bout Kr~J)a. If people want to
know about something else, they can go
elsewhere. That is their own concern.
But in our movement we speak of Kr~Da
on the basis of Bhagavad-gitii As It /sand
the pred ecessor iiciiryas [sp iritual
masters). If someone wants to know
about Kr~Da, he can come to us.'"
Everyone agrees that Srila Prabhupada 's approach would be better than
lrying to argue the pros and cons of
various other practices and teachers.
The discussion returns to the sankirtana program and its great success in
France. "Sometimes," says Prasan natma, "l have to walk for half an hour
in these small towns before coming to a
house. But then someone will open the
door and say, 'Oh, l have been hoping

Below, left: a devotee reads Bhagavadglta by an evening fire. Below and
right: just as fire is dormant in every
piece of wood, so love for Kr~1.1a is dormant in everybody's heart. In this picture Pitavasa is visiting with the head
priest, the "chainon," of Ia Cathedrale
Dupuy (one of France's largest
cathedrals, more than fifteen hundred
years old). The father appreciates our
missionary work.

Above: in the little village of Ia ChaiseDieu, this lady handweaves
"dentelles," decorative mats that are
commonly placed under flower vases on
the altars. Here she's finishing a
"dentelle" that she's promised us for
Kr~~a's altar.

you would pass by this way. Do you have
the Bhagavad-gita ?' It's incredible, but
many people greet us as if they'd been
waiting patiently at the door."
Jagadvasi' responds, "That's happened
to me, too. Even in the poorest sections
of town, people show such real interest. "
" That proves real religion is not something dependent on economic or political
factors ," remarks Prasannatma. "The
old lady in the pastry shop or the big boss
from the local textile factory - you meet
people in all kinds of social conditions,.
people frustrated by materialistic life and
looking for spiritual knowledge. Their
questions are ofte n very elevated, about
the nature of the soul or the purpose of
yoga. . .. "
This is an important point. Georg
Hegel, the German historian (much read
in France), hypothesized that religion
was a by-product of social necessity. He
saw the function of religion as being
what French youth call "white communism," the class struggle hidden behind a
mask of self-righteousness and piety.
The brahmatJas of Vedic times, said
Hegel , were like today's bourgeoisie,
feeding off the labor of the lower classes ,

the proletariat. Thus, according to
Hegel, the ultimate issue in human
society-that of the haves versus the
have-nots, the exploiters versus the exploited-was found even in the Vedic
culture.
There are numerous fallacies in
Hegel's arguments, but the most outstanding is simply that he has taken the
India of recent history, a country twisted by colonialism and the influences of
Western materialism , and drawn general
conclusions about the intrinsic value of a
God-conscious culture. The Kr~Da conscious saJ1kirtana devotees, however, are
living proof of a contrary conclusion.
Their example of active devotion to
God, decorated with the rare qualities of
austerity, compassion, cleanliness, and
honesty, disproves the theory that Kr~IJ.a
consciousness is another brand of
religious hypocrisy. The devotees are
offering the greatest service to mankind
by distributing God consciousness and
introducing practical programs for the
spiritual upliftment of society. In exchange for publications on the science of
Kr~Da consciousness, they ask people to
make some contribution. This should

not be seen as charity, but rather as an
insignificant price to pay for the most invaluable knowledge.
After several weeks of distributing
books with the sankirtana party, I have
now returned to the New Mayapur farm .
I see many new faces, and the farm is
buzzing with activity: publishing work at
the press, teaching at the Gurukula (the
children's school), construction of
houses and beehives, planting and harvesting, classes and kirtanas. It is at
moments like these that I feel closest to
Srlla Prabhupada, seeing how, by his
mercy, people everywhere are becoming
0
happy in Kr~l).a consciousness.
• Sairkirtana, or kirtana, is the congregational
chanting of the names of God. Here it also
refers to the distribution of literature about
the unlimited glories of the Lord.
•• pakora: a delicious savory prepared by dipping small chunks of eggplant, cauliflower, or
green pepper into a batter made from chickpea flour, spices, and water-and deep-frying
in pure butter; samosa: a savory that looks li ke
a small turnover: a light crust filled with a
spicy vegetable paste and deep-fried in pure
butter; subji: any vegetable preparation; lassi:
a refreshing drink prepared with yogurt,
water, sugar, and spices; sweet rice: a thick
drink made with milk, rice, and sugar.
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BHAGAVAD-GITA

Ue

ony

by Hiraoyagarbha dasa
(Based on the Bhagavad-gita
As It Is, translation and commentary by His Divine Grace
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabh u pada.)
The Bhagavad-gita, originally
composed in Sanskrit five
thousand years ago, is the
literal record of the words of
Lord Kr~ma. the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The
essence of all Vedic scriptures,
it contains the most advanced
science of God consciousness
in the world.
There have been many translations of the Gita, but the
translation of His Divine Grace
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada is the only one that
imparts the Gita's original spirit
and not the commentator's
self-interested opinions. In
essence, the Gita tells us that
we should accept Sri Kp;;oa as
the Supreme Lord and surrender to Him-this is the very
purpose of human life.
Hira~yagarbha dasa, a disciple
of Srila Prabhupada, has
carefully followed the authorized teachings without attempting to change the
message. He has simply rendered it in his own poetic style.
Here are a few excerpts from
the second and fourth chapters, prefaced by a dedication
and a glorification of the Gita.
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IN ENGLISH VERSE

IN PRAISE OF THE GiTA
0 Prabhupada! You hold the torch
Which opens blinded eyes;
In this entire maddened world
Just you alone are wise.
You are the only preacher here,
Just you deserve all praise,
While I'm an ignorant weakling
Unlearned in Vai$(1ava ways...

DEDICATION

But my purpose is to please you;
Be merciful, please, to me.
Bless my pen with understanding
Of the Gita's mystery.
*Vai~r;tava ways: the ways of a Vai~f)ava -the
ways of a devotee of Lord V i ~Du , Lord Kr~r:ta.

0 Bhagavad-gita, song of God,
I bow down at your feet.
Nondifferent from the Supreme Lord,
You therefore are complete.
You shower spiritual nectar
Throughout a hundred ages,
Praised by poets and by gods
And glorified by sages.
As one takes bath to cleanse himself
In water day by day,
So one who bathes in your nectar
Cleans all his sins away.
By your words alone we'll be freed
From Maya's* nasty hooks,
You spring from Kr$Da's lotus lips,
What need of other books?
So let there be just one scripture The song of Devakl's son.**
And let the son of Devakl be
Worshiped by everyone.
And let Sri K[$Qa's holy names
Be the one song to be sung,
And His transcendental service
The one work to be done.
*Maya: illusion; forgetfulness of our relationship with Lord Kr$r:ta.
**[Mother) Devaki's son: Kr$oa.
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The body meets destruction,
But one can't destroy the soul,
Who's eternal and without death
And has eternal goals.
So therefore you should fight, Arjuna,
Knowing there is no death;
All these foes of yours won't die,
They'll just take other births.

From Chapter Four: "Transcendental Knowledge"
Here Lord Kr~oa personally describes His own transcendental nature as the Supreme Lord and His purpose in coming to the material world.
The Supreme Lord said:
Through many births we both have passed
Without a start or end;
I can remember all of them,
But you cannot, My friend.

From Chapter Two: " The Gita Summarized"
Seeing intimate relatives and teachers on the enemy
side, Arjuna loses his resolve to fight and sits down on
his chariot in great fear and confusion. Kr~oa then
teaches him not to fear the outcome of the fight, because the soul is eternal and can never be killed.

Arjuna, My friend, you too were there,
But in another form;
You have forgotten this because
You died and were reborn.

The Supreme Lord said:

But Arjuna, I am never born,
And neither do I wane,
I am the Lord of all creation By My own will I came.

In matters for which learned men
Would never grieve, My friend,
You are absorbed in grief and still
You speak like learned men.

I have no need to come to earth;
I have no duty here.
For these reasons nonetheless
In each age I appear:

Those who don't know the scriptures' truths
Mourn at a man's demise;
In life or death from sorrow freed
Is he who's truly wise.

When irreligion dominates
And religion's in decline,
And the world situation
Follows no scriptural line,

Neither you nor I nor all these kings
Here on this field of war
Did not exist before this birth,
Nor will we die hereafter.

When no one else but I could do
The thing that must be doneEstablish the parampara"'lt is then that I come.

Just as we pass from child to youth
Old age to final breath,
We simply make another change
Reaching the time of death.

I annihilate the miscreants
And save the holy men,
I preach the Bhagavad-gita
And there is peace again.

Although we all must go through this,
One who's sober, calm, and clear
Remains undisturbed at that timeFrom death he knows no fear.

My birth and My activities,
Are not material, you see,
One who understands this at death
Comes back at once to Me.

The higher truth, which never dies,
Pervades the body whole,
lfs conscious and is consciousness
And is known as the soul.

(to be continued)

* parampara: the authorized line of spiritual masters in succession
from Lord Kr~oa.
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LATIN AMERICA: Bogoli, Colombi&-Calle 71, No. 11·43; CerocOI, Von..
zuela-Calle luis-Roche No.6 t. Counas de los Chaguaramos: Georeetown,
Guyana-78Robb St. Bourda; Guadolalaro, Mexlco-Avooida Vallorta 2035.
Sector Juarez/ .157498: GuayaQuil, Eoo.dor-Huacavllca l204, Apt. 3: Lima.
Petu-976 Jiron Juan de Ia Fumto, St~n AntoniO Ml:raflores /471·810; Me)IICO
Clly. Moxlco-Gob. Tibutclo Monht l 45. San Mi!Juel Chapullepec, MexiCo Oly
18 DF.I 1905)277-3124: Oullo, Ecuador-P.O. Box 181 A: Rio de Jonelro.
Braz.II-Estrada Velha da. TIJUCf. 102. Vslna; San Augustine, Trinidad and
Tollego-Gordon Slat Sanl<l Mat~llla CII<U01 Rd. San Augustono. Ttm ad
Tot10Q01 882-4005: Son Juon, Puerto Rlco-Colle l18lla 1957. Ocetn
Pari< San1Utee0091 1: San Padro. Coata R;ca-cJo ISKCOH. c.3a A4. Montes
de OCO 1 25·44-57: Sonto OcMnlngo. lloml.-n Ropublic-Colle Cr,elano
Rodroguez No 36; Sao Paulo, S.P .. -11-Rua Pandib Col6geras. 64. (CaiJfa
Postal 4.855).liberdad01 278.01SB.
SOUTH SEAS: Adelaide, S . Auotralla-13-A Frome Sll 020-253·160: Alexandria, Auotralia- P.O. Box 170. N.S.W. 2015; Auckland, New Zoolond- 87
Grobblehirst Rd.. Mt.Aibe~ 1866·688: LAutoka. Flji-P.O. Bo< 125; MolboUtno,
Aualralla-197 Danks St. Albatl Park. Melbourne. Victoria 32061 329-9644.
UNI'TEO STATES: Amherat, - - - 2 1 9 Army St. 01002: Ann Ar·
bOr, Mlclllgan-718 W. Madioon Sl 48103 / (313)665.6304: At1arto. G-gle- 1287 Ponce dO Leon /tie. NE 30306/ (404)378-9182: Baftl<nore, Morv·
land-200 Bloomsl>uly Avo. Cot:>ns.,Ue 21228/ 1301)747·9615, B«kaaey,
CotHornia-2334 S11Jar1 St 947051 (415)84:}.7874; Bloomington, lnclana214 No. Dunn Sl (812)336·4688; Booton, Moaaach.,..lla-72 Comtnot>
woeltll Ne. 021161 (8 17)247·7300: Bulfelo,- '1><1<- 132 Bidwell Pkwy.
14222/ (716)882.0281: Chetlol\e. NOrth Carollna-1824 E. 7th SL 282041
(704)5Qe-SI51; Chlc<IQO,IIIInoio- 1014 Emerson Sl. Evanston6020tll312)·
273· 3960: Cincinnati, Ohlo- 2717 Glendora AYll. 45219 / (513)751.o354;
Cleveland. Ohio-1 5720 Euclid Ave. E CleYilfond 441121 (2181451·9387:
Dt.IIIO. Texaa-5430 G.. Joy Ave. 752231 (214)827-6330; Oe.-, Colo-

, _ _ 1<00 Cheoy St80220 / 1303)333-5481: Oelt<lil Mlelltgan-383Leno><
48215 / l313l82HIOOO: Du<hem, North c.vllre-3109 Chipol Hil Rd.
2n011 (919)489-4057: Gal-ville, Florida-921 S.W. Depoe /We. 32601 1
(904)377·1•96: Horolulu. Hawaii-51 Coelho Way 9681711808)51)5.3947:
Houston, Texas-1 11 1 Rosolle Sl 77004 I (71 3)528-9004: lndlanepolla, lndiana-415 S. Sl Paul St 482011 13tn639·1633: Kanoes Oly, Ko n$as3232 Sewe!1Avo.881041 (913)821· 1993; t.agune Baaeh, CotlfOtnll-644 s.
Coast Hwy. 92851 1 (7 14)484·9172: LAs Vegas. Novade-2800 Oomettlus,
Las Vegas 991011 1702)842·0966: L.oe Angaleo, CotHornlo - 3764 Watseka
lwo. 900341 (213)B71 ·0717; Madtoon, WlaooRSin-ll t N. Few SL 53703:
Memplds. Tenneuee-3533 Hogllway 61 South; Mlarrll, Florkla- 10900
Coral Way 33165 1 (305)552·1768: Mlnneapolio, Mlnnaaota- 216
O<toens . l.oulalona -~ es.
Rodgewood Ave. 554031 (8121874·8780: Yorl<, N""' Yorl<- 340 W. 55tl> St.
planadeA...,_ 70119 / (504)488-7439; 10019 1 12 1 217~8810. Phlledolllllle. Pannsytvanle-424 E w oocsra..., Sl
19144 1 (2151949· 1767: Plltabutgh, Pennaylvanla-4828 Forbes Avo.
152131 (412)683-7700, Portland, Oregon-2805 S.E HawthOmO St972141
(503)234· 1756; R6dO..O.modota l""""lng -ples-c:A> ISKCON. Now
York; St. Louts. Mlssoorl-4544 Laclede lwo. 631081 (314)381· 1224; San
Diego, Callfornla -3300 Third Ave. 921031 (714)29 1· 7778: Seollle,
Waahtngtoo-400 18111 NO. Easl 96102/ <208)328-9348: WOihlngtoo,
D.C.-10310 Oektyn Rt1. PoiQmoc, Maryland 209541 (301)299·2100.
ISKCON FARMS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD: Bullelo, New Yorlc-(oor>
Box 449, 39428 1
(601l798-6705; C0818 RICO. South America (Now Vua}l)-(Conl<lct ISKCON
San Ped<O. Costa RICO.): OeloP.,., Vlrglnla- RI. No. I. Bo< 22. 22025 I (703).
384·2156: Dixon. Mlaaourt (Now Godntrnal-Box 8 1 r_, Route. Dlxor\
Missouri 65459 1 C314)422· 3966: Inch. France-Lucay-t.e-Male. 38600
Vatencay Chateau dOubla lse. LondOn, Engtand-Bhakllvedonla Manor.
t.atehmore Heatll. Watroro. Hertlordshire W02 8EPI RaQlell7244: Mayapur,

t.ocl ISKCON Bllffalo); Cotriera, Miuluippi- RL No. 2.

lndia- (contacl ISKCON Mayopur); Moundsville. Weat VIrginia (New Vrln.

clavan)-lj.O. No. I, Box 620. Moundsville 28041 1 (304)84S.2790: Mulberry,
Tennes...., (Murarl Sevakl - Rl No. I , Box I,OS· A 373591 (8 15)759·7056:
PetropoUa, Brazlt-(contaCI tSI<CON Rio de Janeiro); Port Royal, Penn·
sylvanla-R.D. No. I, t 708ZI (717)527·2493.

Sri {sopanl~d
An ideal fntroduCtion to the Vedic
knowledge. Eighteen verses. Each a
perfect meditation.
$1.95 (405)
Bhagavad-gita As It Is
A timeless guide to spiritual perfection. The largest selling. most widely
used edition of the Gila in the Western
world. New condensed version..
Hardbound: S5 95 (301)
Softbound: $2.95 (302)
K~a.

the Supreme
Personality of Godhead
The K!~I)Cl stories of the Vedas rn a
readable short-story format. wrth accompanying illustrations.
Hardbound: $7.95 per volume (307.
308. 309)
$19.95 per 3-vol. set (310)
Softbound: $1.95 pervol. (311, 312,
313)
$4.95 per 3-vol. set (314)

The Nectar of Devotion
(The complete science of bhakti·
yoga)
A s\ep-by-5\ep gurdebool\ on how lo
become Kr~r:ra conscious.
Hardbound: $7.95 (305)
Softbound: $3.95 (306)
Teachings of Lord Caltanya
The essential t eachings of
Lo rd K\~Qa ' s most merc,ful
incarnation.
Hardbound: $6.95 (303)
Softbound: $4.95 (304)

EasyJoumey
to Other
Planets
Mystrc yoga.
astral travel. and
drvine love rn
the matenal and
spintual universes.
$1.25(402)
The Perfection
of Yoga
Sodyandmmd
control that frees
you from illusions
and false
idenlitres.
$.95 (406)

Krsna
Cc)nsciousness:
The Matcl'lless
Gift
, Gelling out ol the
materral rnrre by
learning to love.
$1.50 (408)

Srimad-BMgavatam
The postgraduate scrence of s pirrtual realization.
The book that begins where the Gila leaves off.
Hardbound: $7.95 per volume. 24 volumes available.
Canto 1. in3 parts 1211,212, 213)
Canto 2. rn 2 parts (221, 222)
Canto 3. in 4 parts (231, 232, 233. 234)
Canto 4. in 4 parts (24 1, 242, 243, 244)
Canto 5. tn 2 parts (251. 252)
Canto 6. in 3 parts (261. 262. 263)
Canto 7. in 3 parts (271. 272. 273)
Canto 8.rn3 parts (281, 282, 283)

Gopal Coloring Book
A pastime lor children.
$1.95(502)
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Sri Cattanya-caritam('ta
The life and precepts of Kr~Da's rnost merciful incarnation.
described in detail. 17 hardbound volumes. $7.95 each.
Mi-111~. \!\ 3 par\s { 1 1 1 . 112, 113)
Madhya-lila, in 9 parts (121, 122, 123, 124, 125. 126,
127, 128, 1 29)
Antya-lila. in 5 parts (131 • 132, 133, 134, 135)

Prahl ad Picture
and S\orybooll
A transcendental story
for children.$ 1.95 (501)
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BHAKTIVEDANTA BOOK TRUST

3764 Watsel<a Ave.• Los Angeles. California 90034

0
0

Send me information on your membership program.
Please send me a free book catalog.
0 Send me the next twelve issues of BACK TO
GOOHEAD and a FREE package of Indian incense:.
(check one) o sandalwood o rose o jasmine
My c heck or money order!or $7 is included. ($8 outside U.S.A.l
0 Please send the books I've circled below. My check or
money order lor$
total payment is enclosed.
111
112
113
121
122

123
124
125
126
127

128
129
131
132
133

134 221
135222
2 11 25 1
2 12 252
213 261

262
263
271
272
273

28 1
282
283
301
302

303
304
305
306
307

308
309
3 10
3 11
3 12

313
314
315
401
402

404
405
406
407
408

501
502
503
901

Name ------------------------ -- -- -- -- -- --___
-Address
__________________________________
City

State

ZIP ----

-

-

If your Otder rsunder $4.95, please add $.50 for pos1age, $4.95 to $9.95add $.70
poslage. and over $9.95 add 6% of total order.

BHAGAVAD-GITA
AS IT IS

Hi~ Dh·inl! Grace

A.~. Bhaktivcdanta Swami Prabhuptida
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